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July 17—Not only will 2020 go down in history as the 
year in which the world was hit by the worst pandemic 
in 600 years, it may also be the year in which the Chi-
nese economy overtakes that of the United States—and 
if things go wrong, it could also be the year in which 
humanity wipes itself out in a nuclear war. There is still 
time to take a different path, but it will require a dra-
matic change of course in interna-
tional politics to avoid the trap of 
geopolitics, which led to two world 
wars in the 20th century.

The changing numbers are more 
than just economic data: after Chi-
na’s gross domestic product (GDP) 
shrank by 6.8% in the first quarter 
as a result of the pandemic—the 
first time this has happened since 
the end of the Cultural Revolution 
in 1976—the Chinese economy 
grew in the second quarter by 3.2%. 
Mei Xinyu, a researcher at the Min-
istry of Commerce, commented 
“China’s GDP for 2020 could be 
slightly lower than that of the United 
States.… But if the domestic chaos 
in the United States escalates, Chi-
na’s whole-year GDP could exceed 
that of U.S. this year.” 

This probable development 
forms the background against 
which U.S. Attorney General Wil-
liam Barr just gave a fire-breathing talk about geopo-
litical confrontation at the Gerald Ford Presidential 
Museum. That presentation definitely brought him 
into the ultra-Sinophobic company of Secretary of 
State Pompeo, Secretary of Defense Esper and FBI Di-
rector Wray.

For Barr, the phenomenal rise of China, which 
Deng Xiaoping initiated with his reform policy, that 
allowed China to lift 850 million of its citizens out of 
poverty, is not proof that the government is serving the 
common good, but rather it is only due to the Commu-
nist Party’s wish to prove that socialism is superior to 
capitalism. Barr could have asked these 850 million 

Chinese or U.S. citizens of color in 
Alabama and Mississippi for their 
opinions.

Barr calls China’s “Made in 
China 2025” program to become 
the world market leader in ten tech-
nological areas, such as artificial 
intelligence, robots, and telecom-
munications, the ultimate threat. 
This program of the People’s Re-
public of China was announced 
years ago. China has now achieved 
this status in some areas, such as 
5G technology, high-speed rail 
and maglev systems, nuclear 
fusion technology, and aspects of 
space technology. These techno-
logical breakthroughs alone dem-
onstrate the absurdity of Barr’s ar-
gument that China has only been 
able to accomplish all of its eco-
nomic achievements by stealing 
them through industrial espio-
nage or by influencing American 

companies.
China’s rise could have something to do with the fact 

that while this 5,000-year-old civilization has con-
sciously revived its best cultural traditions, it is, at the 
same time, fostering innovation in production and excel-
lence in education. It should come as no surprise that this 

I. Defeat the British Empire

The Transparent Game of the British 
Empire Against Russia and China
by Helga Zepp-LaRouche

U.S. Marshals/Shane T. McCoy
U.S. Attorney General William Barr 
attacked China as an ultimate threat for 
becoming a world leader in a number of 
technological areas.

https://china.usembassy-china.org.cn/attorney-general-william-p-barr-delivers-remarks-china-policy-gerald-r-ford-presidential/
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successful combination, after 40 years of reform policy, 
has led to this nation of 1.4 billion people now claiming 
an equal rank among the world’s leading nations.

Definitely Not ‘The End of History’
The neoliberals’ calculation that China would also 

adopt the western model of democracy and free market 
economy when it joined the 
World Trade Organization has 
obviously not worked. Behind 
it was the idea of the “end of 
history” that Francis Fuku-
yama had expressed after the 
demise of the Soviet Union.

But instead of all states 
submitting to the dictates of 
the financial markets and the 
associated maximization of 
profits for the caste of specu-
lators, there has been a tre-
mendous counter-movement 
worldwide. Especially since 
China in 2013, with its offer of 
cooperation in its Belt & Road 
initiative—the New Silk Road—for the first time gave 
developing countries the chance to overcome their un-
derdevelopment, and the poverty left behind by colo-
nialism, through the development of infrastructure and 
industrialization. The secret services controlled by the 
City of London and Wall Street have increasingly char-
acterized China as a threat.

China has repeatedly emphasized 
that it has no intention of replacing 
the United States as the sole super-
power. China is, however, committed 
to international relations based on co-
operation among sovereign states, 
which neither interfere in the internal 
affairs of other nations, nor attempt to 
change the others’ social systems.

When it became clear in March 
and April that China was not only 
much more able to curb the corona-
virus pandemic, but also to get its 
economy going again faster than 
most western countries, the geopo-
litical attacks against China in-
creased, but also against Russia. In 
his speech, Barr claimed that hack-

ers associated with the People’s Republic of China 
were attacking American universities and companies 
with the intention of taking research results on vac-
cines and drugs against COVID-19. 

The British National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), 
for its part, claims that the Russian group APT29, also 
known as “Cozy Bear,” is trying to gain access to aca-

demic and pharmaceutical research facilities of all 
states that are researching vaccines.

The Roger Stone Case
An explosive turning point in this secret service 

war has now emerged from President Trump’s decision 
to commute the sentence of his former campaign advi-

CC BY-3.0
William Binney (right): Neither Roger Stone (left) nor Gen. Michael Flynn was guilty. The 
DNC data and Podesta emails were leaked, not hacked.

CGTN
China has gotten its economy going again faster than most western countries. Here, a 
prototype maglev train with a top speed of 600 kilometers per hour. Testing of the 
prototype resumed in Shanghai on June 21, 2020.

EIRNS/Stuart Lewis
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sor, Roger Stone. Stone submitted a Declaration from 
William Binney, the former Technical Director of the 
NSA, in his court case. Binney and the Veteran Intel-
ligence Professionals for Sanity (VIPS), a group of 
former U.S. intelligence agents, have provided foren-
sic evidence that there were no Russian hacking at-
tacks on the computers of the Democratic National 
Committee (DNC), the leadership body of the Demo-
cratic Party, to account for the publication of extremely 
damaging information on Hillary Clinton during the 
2016 campaign by WikiLeaks. Rather, these files 
appear to have been leaked by an insider using a thumb 
drive. This evidence challenges 
the entire basis for Russiagate 
and the three-and-a-half-year 
coup attempt against President 
Trump, as well as the charges 
against Roger Stone. 

Immediately after his impris-
onment was prevented by the 
President’s action, Roger Stone 
highlighted, in an interview on 
Fox, that he had tried to prove in 
court that Russiagate was a hoax 
by seeking a hearing on Binney’s 
evidence, but was prevented from 
presenting the full story by a cor-
rupt judge. 

The explosiveness of this 
story lies not least in the fact that 
the identity of the supposed hack-
ers of the DNC servers had been 
the basis for the Russiagate affair. 
This Russian hacker group called 
“Cozy Bear” was originally named by the CrowdStrike 
company as responsible for the hack attack, and has 
now been blamed for new alleged hack attacks in search 
of vaccine research. 

The very public surfacing of the statement by Shawn 
Henry, CrowdStrike’s main cyber-attack expert, who 
admitted on December 5, 2017, to the U.S. House Intel-
ligence Committee, that CrowdStrike had no concrete 
evidence that any files ever left the DNC as the result of 
a hack, is another big factor. That testimony was only 
made public in May 2020. 

An additional element of the fraud of this outrageous 
conspiracy underlying Russiagate has now emerged 
from a British court, in a lawsuit against Christopher 
Steele. As the investigative reporter John Solomon re-

ports, the trial documents prove that the FBI was guilty 
of criminally deceiving the FISA (Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act) court, by keeping silent on the fact that 
the person who ultimately commissioned the Russiagate 
story was Hillary Clinton. And that Steele closely coor-
dinated his activities with Victoria Nuland of the State 
Department, who was a key figure in the Maidan coup 
against the Ukrainian government in February 2014.

Who Colluded with Whom
Taken together, all of these secret service operations 

that have been made public show that the “collusion” 
did not take place between Trump 
and the Russian government in 
2016, but between the Obama ad-
ministration’s secret service ap-
paratus and the British secret ser-
vice, first against presidential 
candidate Trump, and then against 
President Trump. And some of his 
cabinet members, who are now 
leading the campaign against 
China and Russia, have sup-
pressed this information. Pompeo, 
at the request of President Trump, 
was personally informed by Wil-
liam Binney in detail about the fo-
rensic impossibility of the Rus-
sian hack attack story on October 
24, 2017.

It remains to be seen whether 
Attorney General Barr will finally 
take action against the conspira-
tors of the Russiagate affair, about 

which he has all the necessary information, or whether 
he will only advance the confrontation against China.

One thing is certain: the representatives of the old 
paradigm—the geopoliticians of the British Empire—
will do everything possible to sabotage the summit of 
the five permanent members of the UN Security Coun-
cil proposed by President Putin, by continuing to make 
such accusations against Russia and China. This 
summit has the potential to lay the foundation for a 
new paradigm—one of cooperation among the world’s 
major nations, the United States, China, and Russia—
and that would be the end of geopolitical manipulation. 
As you read and hear the hate speeches against Trump, 
Putin, and Xi in the media, keep that in the back of your 
mind.

FBI 
Shawn Henry, President of CrowdStrike, is also 
its Computer Security Officer. He had a 
24-year career at the FBI, and rose to 
Executive Assistant Director of its Criminal, 
Cyber, Response and Services Branch.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uBkggFDn08I
https://justthenews.com/accountability/russia-and-ukraine-scandals/british-court-rules-against-christopher-steele-orders
https://justthenews.com/accountability/russia-and-ukraine-scandals/british-court-rules-against-christopher-steele-orders
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July 18—On Monday night, July 13, Roger Stone ap-
peared on Hannity to thank President Trump for com-
muting his prison sentence, and to thank God and 
many others for saving his life. In the course of the 
interview, Stone uttered the truth about the most sig-
nificant coverup in Russiagate, the thing which the 
mainstream media and the National Security State 
agree must never be made fully conscious to the Amer-
ican public.

Stone said:

And thirdly, we don’t even know that Guccifer 
2.0 is a Russian asset. Just because John Bren-
nan said something is true, he said the Steele 

dossier was real, too. So, just because they assert 
something doesn’t mean it’s true. I could have 
proved at trial using forensic evidence and 
expert testimony from fellows like Bill Binney, 
former NSA counterintelligence expert, and 
Ray McGovern, that no one hacked the DNC 
[Democratic National Committee], that there 
was no online hack of the DNC, that the infor-
mation based on the download times was 
downloaded to a portable disk and taken out 
the back door. But I wasn’t allowed to present 

that defense because Judge Jackson would 
not allow it. [Emphasis added.]

Stone’s sentence was commuted by Donald Trump 
on July 10, accompanied by a scathing press release 
from the White House declaring that Stone was a victim 
of the complete intelligence hoax known as Russiagate.

None other than Robert Mueller himself took to the 
pages of the Washington Post the very next day, July 11, 
to declare that Stone’s conviction of lying to Congress 
about his contacts with WikiLeaks was righteous, em-
phasizing that Stone had spoken with the internet per-

sona, Guccifer 2.0, who Mueller claims, in the fantastic 
and false novel he has foisted on the public, is a Russian 
GRU intelligence officer. On July 14, in the New York 
Times, the man who actually ran the Mueller inquisi-
tion, the thug Andrew Weissman, went even further, 
calling for Stone to be called before a Grand Jury based 
on the same bogus Russiagate claims. 

The furor and the freakout is not about Roger Stone, 
per se. It is about the unraveling of the Russiagate 
myth, peddled fiercely here since July of 2016. That 
myth has two pegs. The first is the alleged Russian in-

The British Declare, Yet Again, ‘We Run 
the Coup’ Against Donald Trump
by Barbara Boyd

EIRNS/Stuart Lewis
William Binney, former NSA Technical Director (above), 
briefed Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on the metadata 
forensics showing the impossibility of the alleged hack of 
the DNC computers. At right, John Brennan, former CIA 
Director. White House/Pete Souza

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-regarding-executive-grant-clemency-roger-stone-jr/
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terference in the 2016 election by hacking the Demo-
cratic National Committee and John Podesta, and col-
laborating with WikiLeaks to publish the results, along 
with an alleged low-budget social media campaign to 
“sow discord.” 

The second is the dirty fake dossier about Trump 
and Russia by MI6’s Christopher Steele, sponsored and 
vouched for by the highest figures in British intelli-
gence, which formed the backbone of all of the investi-
gations of Trump, up through Robert Mueller’s inquisi-
tion. It is no accident that James Comey referred to the 
Steele dossier as “the Crown Materials,” or that John 
Brennan, in his Congressional testimony, said that Brit-
ish intelligence demanded that Trump be targeted for 
perceived friendliness to Russia, threatening the end of 
the “special relationship” if the Americans did not 
follow through. 

Christopher Steele’s Demise 
—But Only in the United States

The Steele dossier has garnered significant investi-
gative interest and has now been proved to be entirely 
bogus. As of January 2017, its main source had told FBI 
agents that it was largely fabricated. Senator Lindsey 
Graham has just released the declassified memo of the 
FBI debriefs in January 2017 of Steele’s main source, 
which show him denouncing the dossier as nothing but 
serial rumors and fabrications.

Knowing, as of January 2017, that Steele’s claims 
were nothing but an unhinged opposition research and 
information warfare project, conducted by the trans-
Atlantic intelligence community to elect Hillary Clin-
ton—the FBI, and the Department of Justice, still used 
Steele’s bogus claims to legitimize massive spying on 
the Trump campaign and transition. To cover that up, 
they regurgitated the same knowingly false claims as 
the predicates for Robert Mueller’s illegal investigation 
of the President and those who associated themselves 
with him, a witch hunt which lasted over two years and 
massively polarized the American public. 

On July 11, the British did throw some renewed 
punches at their designated fall guy, Christopher Steele, 
with a British court declaring that Steele had deliber-
ately lied in those parts of his dirty dossier about the 
three Russian owners of Alfa Bank, Mikhail Fridman, 
Petr Aven, and German Khan, and awarding damages 
to the Russians to be paid by Steele’s firm, Orbis Busi-
ness Intelligence. But, at the same time, British intelli-
gence continued to blow money and sugar Steele’s way, 

peddling a new dirty dossier he helped author against 
China, entitled “China’s Elite Capture.” 

When Trump won the election, Steele destroyed all 
of his notes, according to his testimony in the London 
case, while the British government hurried to inform 
the incoming White House that Steele was a rogue 
agent deemed unreliable by the British government. 
The head of the British spy agency GCHQ, Robert 
Hannigan, unexpectedly resigned on January 23, 2017, 
with most sentient observers attributing it to GCHQ’s 
role in operations against the Trump campaign and the 
need to permanently bury any record of it. 

President Trump responded to the British court de-
cision against Steele by demanding that Steele be extra-
dited to the United States and held for trial on criminal 
charges. 

The Russian Hack Retooled 
While Steele’s full-spectrum information warfare 

operation against the Trump Campaign and Presi-
dency has received deserved investigation and public 
outrage here, the first pillar of the coup, the Russia 
hack charge, has been left largely unscathed and un-
touchable, despite the fact that it is similarly, provably, 
and outrageously false. Stone’s reference to that proof 
is at the center of the freakout about what his commu-
tation portends. So, the British have moved, as you 
would expect, to shore up this bogus claim in a new 
strategic context. 

On Thursday, July 16, Britain’s National Cyber Se-
curity Centre announced that the very same Russian 
GRU unit which, they claimed, hacked the Democratic 

White House/Pete Souza
Robert Mueller, former FBI Director and former Special 
Counsel overseeing the investigation into bogus allegations of 
Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election.

https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/press/rep/releases/judiciary-committee-releases-declassified-documents-that-substantially-undercut-steele-dossier-page-fisa-warrants
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National Committee’s computers in the Spring of 2016 
and then turned their bounty over to WikiLeaks for pub-
lication, was at it again. This time, the Brits claimed, 
the GRU unit was trying to hack private companies de-
veloping vaccines for COVID-19 in the United States, 
Britain, and Canada. Not that they succeeded, they 
were just trying. 

Caitlin Johnstone, writing in Consortium News, de-
scribed the new Russiagate claims as “arguably the 
single dumbest Russiavape story of all time, against 
some very stiff competition.” Johnstone notes that the 
incessant Russiagate propaganda seems aimed at “turn-
ing people’s brains into guacamole.” Yet, as Shake-
speare proclaimed in Macbeth, 
once the full picture comes into 
view, this is truly a case where 
“Guilt spills itself, for fear of 
being spilt.”

The immediate strategic trig-
ger for this new British bilge, is 
the need to reinforce the Big Lie 
about Russian hacking and to 
prevent any investigation of 
those involved in foisting it on 
the public, an investigation 
which would actually go to the 
very heart of the present National 
Security State, starting with the 
bellicose Secretary of State, 
Mike Pompeo.

Pompeo trotted himself out 
on Friday, July 17, and spoke 
with great fervor about APT28 and 29, the alleged Rus-
sian GRU malware used to hack both the DNC and 
dedicated vaccine researchers in three countries. Now, 
does anyone seriously really believe that the Russian 
military, deemed by all to be sophisticated cyberwar-
riors, would use the same malware over the course of 
four years for traceable hacking operations? Really? 
Pompeo knows better. Former NSA Technical Director 
Bill Binney briefed him personally about the fact that 
the DNC documents which ended up at WikiLeaks 
were not hacked by the Russians and that his own CIA 
personnel were lying to him. Pompeo covered it up, 
deep-sixed Binney’s briefings to protect the actual op-
eration against the President. 

The renewed British claims about Russian hackers 
are also directly aimed at President Putin’s idea of a 

September summit of the five permanent members of 
the UN Security Council—the United States, Russia, 
Britain, China, and France—to plan a unified approach 
for defeating COVID worldwide and to create a sound 
basis for rescuing the world’s economy. 

Again, the Russia Hack That Wasn’t:  
What Is Now Known 

On May 23, 24, and 26 of 2016, someone with 
access to the Democratic National Committee’s serv-
ers downloaded a trove of documents to a thumb drive 
or similar storage device and the files ended up at 
WikiLeaks. These files were not transmitted over the 

internet to WikiLeaks for publi-
cation. The WikiLeaks files 
themselves reveal that they are 
in a FAT file format, the type of 
format found in thumb drives 
and other data storage devices. 
Forensic testing of the down-
load speeds for these files also 
reveals that the speeds are con-
sistent with downloads onto a 
storage device or thumb drive, 
but not transmission over the in-
ternet to WikiLeaks.

On July 5, 2016, a hack of the 
DNC was conducted by the inter-
net persona Guccifer 2.0, with 
crude Russian-language trace el-
ements injected into Guccifer’s 
releases such that the attack 

would be blamed on Russia, particularly by the stupe-
fied amateur-hour sleuths internationally who call 
themselves journalists. The documents Guccifer 2.0 re-
leased, when compared with the same documents pub-
lished by WikiLeaks, demonstrate that the persona in-
serted the crude Russian traces into the documents, 
among other manipulations of the files. Guccifer 2.0’s 
download speeds are also too fast for the web but con-
sistent with a download from a thumb drive. 

This much was demonstrated by actual forensic 
studies of the WikiLeaks DNC files and Guccifer 2.0’s 
releases by former NSA Technical Director Bill 
Binney and a similarly-skilled forensics team working 
with him. Binney said as much in a Declaration sub-
mitted in Roger Stone’s case in support of Stone’s 
Motion to Suppress, and in an explosive series of Vet-

DoS/Freddie Everett
Michael R. Pompeo, U.S. Secretary of State, who 
deep-sixed Binney’s briefing.
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eran Intelligence Professionals for Sanity mem-
oranda published in Consortium News on July 
14, 2017, March 13, 2019, and April 16, 2019.

The Binney group’s 2017 findings created a 
firestorm. When renowned journalist Patrick 
Lawrence published them in The Nation maga-
zine, the so-called liberal journal launched an in-
ternal review. Otherwise, the only person who 
dared to listen was Donald Trump, who ordered 
Mike Pompeo, then Director of the CIA, to meet 
with Binney to get the facts. As noted above, 
Pompeo covered up what Binney said—deep-
sixed it. 

Bill Binney began publicly complaining 
about the Obama intelligence community’s “as-
sessment” that the Russians hacked the DNC 
and John Podesta on December 12, 2016. 
Binney worked for 32 years at the NSA, 22 of those 
years as the agency’s main analyst on Russia, includ-
ing responsibility for warning about potential attacks 
by Russia on the United States during the Cold War. 
He then designed a surveillance system, Thin Thread, 
which would have prevented the 9/11 attacks. When 
that system was turned 
against American citizens in 
the wake of 9/11, Binney left 
the NSA.

He became an endangered 
whistleblower, speaking out 
about the emerging surveil-
lance state, engaging in litiga-
tion against it, for which he 
was repeatedly harassed and 
threatened with prosecution 
by the Bush Administration. 
The campaign to defame him 
continued under Barack 
Obama. Binney was portrayed 
as a disgruntled pariah be-
cause of his steadfast alle-
giance to the U.S. Constitution, particularly its Fourth 
Amendment.

Where is the evidence? Binney asked, in the De-
cember 12, 2016 memo sent by the Veterans Intelli-
gence Professionals for Sanity to President Barack 
Obama. You are smearing both Russia and Trump and 
starting what appears to be Cold War 2.0 based on 
vague and completely unproven allegations, the VIPS 

wrote. Binney pointed out that any Russian “hack” of 
the DNC would be seen by the NSA and then traced to 
Wikileaks by NSA’s Five Eyes partners, which in-
cludes, of course, GCHQ. Having designed the system 
which would accomplish these traces, Bill Binney’s 
point could hardly be doubted. No such evidence has 

ever been produced, nor is 
there any reason to believe it 
even exists.

Binney’s forensics were 
buttressed by statements from 
Julian Assange of WikiLeaks, 
who insisted that the DNC 
and Podesta WikiLeaks docu-
ment troves were not the 
result of actions by a state 
actor, but by a DNC insider. 
WikiLeaks raised suspicions 
that this insider was associ-
ated with Seth Rich—mur-
dered in a botched robbery in 
Washington, D.C. on July 10, 
2016—by offering a reward 

for information in Rich’s murder case.
Craig Murray, a former British Ambassador, says he 

received a thumb drive containing the WikiLeaks mate-
rials from an intermediary in a wooded area next to 
American University in Washington, D.C. Murray says 
the documents came from DNC insiders with autho-
rized access who were disgusted at what the documents 
themselves revealed: that Hillary Clinton was illegally 

CC/Romy Marquez
Craig Murray, the former British Ambassador to 
Uzbekistan, who received a thumb drive containing 
DNC documents.

CC/Mark Warner
John Podesta, chairman of Hillary Clinton’s 2016 presidential campaign, 
whose emails were reportedly hacked.
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stealing the Democratic primary from Bernie Sanders 
and that Clinton was a money-grubbing tool of Wall 
Street. Neither Assange nor Murray was ever inter-
viewed by anyone in the U.S. government about the 
claimed Russian hack.

In fact, a Justice Department effort in early 2017 to 
hear what Assange had to say was blown up deliber-
ately by then FBI Director James Comey and Senator 
Mark Warner. Top levels of the DOJ then proceeded on 
their criminal investigation of Assange, resulting in a 
sealed indictment delivered by a Grand Jury in Alexan-
dria, Virginia in late 2017. The indictment came after 
Mike Pompeo designated Assange and WikiLeaks as a 
hostile, non-state intelligence agency, and Jeff Ses-
sions, then Attorney General, made Assange’s prosecu-
tion a major priority.

The DOJ has since managed to evict Assange from 
his asylum in the Ecuadorian embassy in London and 
have him arrested by the British pending extradition to 
the United States. The hope is that one of the few direct 
witnesses concerning the source of the DNC and Pod-
esta documents that WikiLeaks published in July and 
October of 2016, will die, or go completely mad in the 
depraved conditions under which he is being held in 
Britain’s infamous Belmarsh prison.

Shawn Henry’s Explosive Disclosure
The strangest thing of all about the alleged Russian 

hack of the DNC is the story concocted by both the FBI 
and the DNC about it. According to their accounts, both 
the U.S. intelligence community, and CrowdStrike, the 
firm the DNC hired to mitigate the alleged Russian cy-
berattack, had been inside the DNC’s servers for some 
time—the intelligence community from September 
2015 through April 2016, and CrowdStrike from late 
April 2016 forward. If the Russians hacked the DNC in 
May 2016, the date which appears on the WikiLeaks 
documents, CrowdStrike was present to observe it and 
trace it. Similarly, the alleged hack by Guccifer 2.0 in 
July 2016.

But, in testimony before the House Intelligence 
Committee on December 5, 2017, Shawn Henry, 
CrowdStrike’s main cyberwarrior, said that while DNC 
documents were staged for exfiltration, they had no 
concrete evidence that they ever left the DNC. This tes-
timony is consistent with a downloaded leak rather than 
any form of hack, and completely affirms Bill Binney’s 
scientific investigations. But it only became available 

when the Intelligence Community declassified it, after 
a major fight, in May of 2020. Mueller’s indictment of 
the Russian GRU officers he claims staged the attack, 
makes no direct reference to this absolutely stunning 
and inconvenient fact. 

The DNC hired CrowdStrike in April 2016, the 
same month that Christopher Steele’s U.S. affiliate, 
Fusion GPS, was hired by the DNC to investigate 
Trump. CrowdStrike is a firm with multiple connec-
tions to British-inspired anti-Russian operations, most 
prominently through the Atlantic Council and the 
Obama State Department’s Ukraine coup. Shawn 
Henry of CrowdStrike was the former head of FBI cy-
beroperations under Robert Mueller. 

According to the DNC and the FBI, the FBI had 
been warning the DNC, based on tracking from the “in-
telligence community,” that the alleged Russian opera-
tion, Cozy Bear, also known as APT29, was inside its 
computers and spying, as of September of 2015. An 
FBI agent, August Hawkins, began talking to the DNC 
tech man, Yared Tamene, about this infiltration in Sep-
tember and kept talking to him about this repeatedly, 
giving him clues as to what to look for and meeting with 
him personally.

Despite the fact that Hawkins was claiming that 
the Russians were spying on a major U.S. political or-
ganization in the midst of a presidential campaign and 
the U.S. intelligence community had allegedly identi-
fied the Russian entity responsible, nothing was done 
about this from September of 2015 through April of 
2016, except for the frequent Hawkins/Tamene con-
versations about it. In late April, the DNC handed over 
its computer server logs to the FBI and a concerted 
attack, attributed by CrowdStrike to Fancy Bear, or 
APT28, hit the DNC’s computers simultaneously. At 
that point, DOJ veteran and DNC lawyer Michael 
Sussman who had worked directly with Shawn Henry 
while at DOJ, “recommended” that CrowdStrike be 
hired to investigate. Parenthetically, Christopher 
Steele testified in the London case that Sussman was 
the source of his bogus claims about Alfa Bank’s 
owners. 

Thus, the FBI completely relied on CrowdStrike’s 
“forensics” to establish the “crime” for which Robert 
Mueller indicted several GRU officials in a false narra-
tive which was sold throughout the world. They never 
examined the actual DNC servers and, as revealed in 
the Roger Stone case, relied solely on an incomplete 
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and “draft” CrowdStrike report to reach their conclu-
sions.

The sheer weirdness of this DNC/FBI story, wait-
ing for months to mitigate a cyberattack, then experi-
encing apparent new hacks during mitigation, with the 
FBI never coming to the scene of the crime, induced 
immediate ridicule from cyber security experts inter-
nationally. To buttress these claims, CrowdStrike re-
leased a report in December 2016 claiming that the 
Russians hacked into a Ukrainian artillery application 
in July and August of 2014, resulting in heavy losses of 
howitzers in Ukraine’s civil war pit-
ting Joe Biden’s neo-Nazi brigades 
of the “liberated” West against the 
historically Russian separatists of 
the Donbas and the South. Crowd-
Strike claimed that Fancy Bear was 
responsible for this attack and had 
left a similar trail to that left in the 
DNC’s computers.

But that tack blew up almost im-
mediately. The Ukrainian govern-
ment said the attack described by 
CrowdStrike never happened. The 
British International Institute for 
Strategic Studies also denounced the 
claim, noting that CrowdStrike erro-
neously used IISS data as proof of an 
intrusion which never happened. 
These denunciations occurred fol-
lowing Trump’s election and frantic 
attempts by both Ukraine and the 
British to distance themselves from 
illegal operations they conducted 
against the Trump campaign.

Who Done What?
The fact that John Brennan at the CIA was the prime 

mover in the Obama Administration’s early surveil-
lance activities against Trump and other candidates 
who might challenge Hillary Clinton, dating from 2015, 
and that the CIA Vault 7 Marble Framework provides 
all the tools necessary to foment a false flag attack, has 
been a primary investigative interest of the VIPS, and 
would explain why Mike Pompeo was so involved in 
attempting to deep six what Bill Binney told him. If the 
VIPS are correct in their suspicions, Pompeo’s own 
shop at the CIA was actually a central player in the fake 

effort to attribute the WikiLeaks disclosures to a Rus-
sian hack, inclusive of ownership of the fake persona 
Guccifer 2.0. 

It is also now well known that almost all of the play-
ers in Russiagate had a major role in the disastrous 
Ukraine coup of 2014 conducted by the British, NATO, 
and the U.S. State Department and CIA. That coup 
placed neo-Nazis in major military and security posi-
tions in Ukraine and installed Joe Biden as, effectively, 
a colonial proconsul. The cast of Russiagate characters 
up to their ears in the coup includes Christopher Steele, 

CrowdStrike’s Dmitri Alperovitch, the Atlantic Coun-
cil, and John Brennan.

As the journalist George Eliason keeps emphasiz-
ing, the Ukrainian cyberwar groups, CyberAlliance and 
CyberHunta (including Shaltai Boltoi), have repeatedly 
used APT28 and APT29 in their cyberattacks, including 
massive attacks on the Russian government. They claim 
intellectual ownership of these cyberwar tools. These 
hacking groups work for Ukrainian intelligence, which 
worked directly with the DNC’s Alexandra Chalupa, 
and Joe Biden’s fake whistleblower national security 
aide in the White House, in operations against Donald 
Trump dating from early 2016 through the transition. 

White House/Pete Souza
John Brennan, Deputy National Security Advisor for Counterterrorism and 
Homeland Security to President Barack Obama. Brennan was a prime mover in the 
administration’s early surveillance against candidates who might challenge Hillary 
Clinton. Here he speaks with President Obama at the White House.
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Former National Security 
Agency technical director 
William Binney participated 
in an online meeting July 15 
of the New Jersey Burke for 
Senate campaign. His re-
marks were followed by an 
extensive exchange with 
other participants. The fol-
lowing edited transcript in-
cludes about three-quarters 
of the exchange. Questions 
are abridged, intended only 
to indicate the topics dis-
cussed by Mr. Binney.

William Binney: We invented a 
system that basically would not only 
have detected the 9/11 operation 
before it occurred, but also all the 
other terrorist attacks in the world, 
before and after. But the problem 
was also that it was a system that 
would have uncovered all of the 
criminal activity of our government 
employees, and of our secret intelli-
gence agencies, and also others in 
the world, too. It was something that 
would lay out all of the patterns of 
human activity.

I basically left the NSA because 
[our government] used its systems—
turning them around to spy on every-
body in the United States. So they 
were there, looking at everyone, and 
profiling and characterizing every-
body’s activity, who they communi-
cate with, everything. And it’s still 
going on. It started with George W. 
Bush. Bush, [Dick] Cheney, [Michael] Hayden, and 
George Tenet, were the key players who started this 
program. And then, under Obama, he doubled down 

and just funded a lot of things, 
including the building of that 
very large storage facility out 
in Utah, and also one being 
done at Fort Meade—the idea 
being that they could store all 
the data, all the content and 
metadata of everybody com-
municating in the world, and 
retroactively analyze any of 
that that they want.

Now the problem here, as 
I see it, is that this is one of 
the founding things they are 
doing, they’re also looking at 
tracking people’s move-

ments, which they are already doing 
under a program called Treasure-
Map. And it takes all the GPS loca-
tional data, on your phones, your cell 
phones, and your computers, and 
anything that they can tack on that is 
moving around, and they can trace 
that throughout the day—where you 
go, and how long you’ve been there.

Now, take that in the context of 
also assembling all of that data and 
information about what you are 
saying to other people, and you’re 
getting back to what I liken to what 
happened in the Weimar Republic in 
1933. 

That’s exactly what the Nazis 
did, in trying to control people, first 
finding out who is doing what, what 
their intentions were. And that 
started with the special order, using 
Article 48 of the Weimar constitu-
tion, that was issued in 1933 after the 

Reichstag fire. It said, basically, that they could declare 
anybody a criminal, and put them in a concentration 
camp, and take them off the street. That also is what is 

Neither Flynn Nor Stone Was Guilty, 
Because There Was No Russian Hack

Former NSA Director Gen. Michael 
Hayden.

Eric Draper
President George W. Bush and his Vice President, Dick 
Cheney.

CIA
Former CIA Director George Tenet.
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being done under the U.S. National Defense Authoriza-
tion Act of 2012 in Section 1021, signed into law by 
President Obama. It says that the President can declare 
anybody a terrorist, and have the military—in violation 
of Posse Comitatus—have the military take them off 
the street, incarcerate them indefinitely, with no due 
process. That’s exactly what the special decree that the 
Nazis issued in 1933 said.

So, I think we are currently,— and if you look at 
the attempted coup against President Trump and the 
players in that, which are primarily the intelligence 
people, plus also others in the government, attempt-
ing, mostly Democratic, but some Republicans I know. 
And the idea was they were trying to get rid of him 

because they don’t like his positions, his policies, or 
any of that. And so, because he was also an outsider, he 
was not controllable nor influenced. I mean, he didn’t 
need money, he had plenty of that. He didn’t owe any-
body anything; he went in there trying to help and do 
the right thing for the American public from my view, 
anyway.

This whole coup attempt against him involved this 
“deep state,” the secret governments, and all that under-
neath which were the existing bureaucrats and politi-
cally appointed people in government, in various forms, 
like the FBI, and the CIA, and NSA, and also other 
agencies like the State Department, and so on. They 
were all collectively working together to perform this 
coup and they came up with a concocted Russiagate 
series of stories, which we could prove was absolutely 
false. 

In fact, we could prove that all the data that 

WikiLeaks published from the DNC (Democratic Na-
tional Committee)—that was downloaded on the 23rd 
and 25th of May, and also the 26th of August of 
2016—all of that carried the signatures of being 
downloaded to a thumb drive or a CD-ROM, and 
physically transported. So, we could prove that in a 
court of law. In fact, I put that in sworn affidavits that 
I submitted in the Roger Stone case and also in the 
General Flynn case. And the judges would not let my 
testimony in. Obviously, they didn’t care about truth 
in their courts.

So the point is, that shows you how deep this secret 
state is operating, including judges. Well, to my mind 
that throws me back to what President Lincoln said in 

his dedication statement and speech in Gettysburg, 
after the Battle of Gettysburg. He said, “We’re now in a 
time where, it’s being tested whether a government ‘by 
the people, of the people, and for the people’ can con-
tinue to exist on this planet.” And that’s really where we 
are. I looked at this as our most threatened position of 
our government policy and our way of life, since the 
Civil War.

And so, if we don’t start standing up and opposing 
this, and opposing what these people are doing to cause 
this kind of corrupt coup and lies being promulgated by 
the existing mainstream media, who only are part of it, 
that’s the other part of it. They control the media. They 
control what information is disseminated and what 
people can see, and that’s how you affect people’s 
thinking. You can convince them to do things that are 
absolutely wrong. And that’s what they are doing by 
repetition, this theory of fallacy by repetition, from 

Electronic Frontier Foundation/employee
Aerial photo of the NSA’s Utah Data Center in 2014.
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many different places, from the Democratic Party, and 
different people coming out saying it, and from the 
mainstream media, and different TV stations, saying 
that the Russians actually did something.

Well, I’ve been hard pressed to find anything the 
Russians did in the 2016 election, let alone anything 
they’re trying to do in the 2020 election. There’s no ev-
idence of them doing anything! 

In fact, that was challenged when the Rosenstein 
indictment [of 12 Russians] was going through the 
court cases. The indictment alleged that there were 
certain bots for the Russian government, naming the 
Internet Research Agency (IRA) out of St. Petersburg 
as one; these entities were labeled as trolls, alleged to 
be influencing the election. Well, the IRA of St. Peters-
burg sent lawyers in to challenge that statement and 
allegation in court. And when they did, the govern-

ment could not prove anything or any relationship 
with them and the Russian government! And so, the 
judge there really censored them and said you are no 
longer permitted, you are ordered not to in any way 
infer that they are in any way connected with the Rus-
sian government.

Well, that just shows you the fallacy and the fabrica-
tion that our government, the Department of Justice 
under Rosenstein and Holder and all of that, that’s cor-
ruption that’s gotten to this point to where they would 
fabricate information and use it in a court of law. 

They thought that because they were charging Rus-
sians, that they could never take it into court, [because] 
they would never come here. But in fact, that didn’t 
work out for them. How many mainstream media sta-
tions, TV, radio, any of that, how many of them have 

actually said something about this? That the entire al-
legations within the Rosenstein indictments, Guccifer 
2.0, DCLeaks, and all of them, were all fabrications, 
and provable fabrications in court? And none of the 
mainstream media is saying this! So, I can say we’re in 
a real crisis here. We have to break through this, and we 
have to stand up. If we don’t start standing up, we are 
going to lose our country.

Diane Sare: Bill, while you’re here, I want to ask 
you to say a little more about that, because former CIA 
Director John Brennan went to MSNBC as an intelli-
gence analyst; former FBI Special Agent Josh Camp-
bell, who worked closely with James Comey, is now a 
CNN law enforcement analyst; and the notorious Lisa 
Page, the cashiered FBI lawyer, is now a legal analyst at 
MSNBC. It is rather amazing that we can attack other 

nations for allegedly not having a free press, while we 
have all these intelligence agents, just naming a few 
here, in high profile roles—they don’t try to hide it—in 
our media. I don’t know if you have more on that.

Binney: Well, you take for example what they’re 
doing to Julian Assange. Look at what the U.S. govern-
ment and the U.K. government are doing. He’s being 
held in the U.K. government in prison, without being 
charged with anything, only holding him for a review as 
to whether he could be extradited to the U.S., for actu-
ally—what is his crime? He told the truth. Okay? Ev-
erything he’s ever done, as far as I know, has been the 
truth. Nobody has ever contradicted anything he’s pub-
lished. And the mainstream media really is jealous of 
him because he was always ahead of them in doing that. 

Cancillería del Ecuador/David G. Silvers 
Wikileaks founder Julian Assange, at the Ecuadorian 
Embassy in London, August 18, 2016. Attorney General William Barr.
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You know, and he did it on countries around the world, 
showing all the criminality and violence being perpetu-
ated by these governments. Well, what is wrong with 
telling the truth?

The problem is this mainstream media and they’re a 
spokesperson for the hidden, secret, deep state govern-
ment. The deep state government is the one that doesn’t 
want anybody to help [us] know the truth about what 
they’re doing, because then, they might even be charged 
with criminal activity and go to jail. 

And that’s why I’m waiting for [Attorney General 
William] Barr and [United States Attorney John] 
Durham to say exactly what they say. They’ve got 
plenty of evidence of all the crimes these people have 
committed. All they have to do is, also look in the 
NSA data, which is where I told them to go, by the 
way. Because NSA has a record of everybody and all 

their actions up there. And they can retroactively ana-
lyze all of it and go back and show all these crimes. 
Also, they can show things, like the Epstein network 
in the world, to get back at the pedophilia. That’s all 
there, too!

There’s any number of things they can do to use the 
NSA data, which they’re not, because it would impli-
cate them. That’s why they got rid of that program we 
had to monitor everything, because it would have mon-
itored and found all this crime. They had to get rid of it, 
otherwise they would be exposed for the crimes they’re 
committing. That’s what’s going on; everybody is cov-
ering up for each other. They involves judges too. I 
don’t know how much of this extends to judges, but 
NSA, of course, has the record of information that 
would allow us to discover that.

So, my point is, this is really criminal, violating 1st, 
4th, 5th and 6th Amendments to the Constitution pri-
marily; but there’s other crimes being committed, like 
cover-up, obstruction of justice, solicitation. It’s really 
sedition and even up to treason inside our country, and 
this is the situation we’re in right now, whether or not 
people know that. The coup attempt against President 
Trump was simply one of the things that they felt that 
they had to do otherwise, and so they started to surface, 
and you started to see all the criminals coming out in the 
FBI, CIA, and NSA, as the main ones, because they’re 
the main ones that all have the information about 
people. And Julian Assange—they’ve got to crucify 
him, because he’s telling the truth.

Sare: Bill, if I could ask you—I was really excited 
that Roger Stone brought forward your evidence, and 

your case, where he invoked your name, as well as Ray 
McGovern’s, on Sean Hannity’s program. There must 
be 5 million people who watched it. And Hannity has 
been one of the worst, who continues to say, “oh it’s 
Russian, Russian, Russian interference”—even though 
the evidence has been presented repeatedly on his own 
program that it’s not. And this goes along with the fact 
that Stone had his sentence commuted. This seems to 
me like a really clear indication of an opportunity. So, I 
want to ask you your view on that.

Binney: You know, I was prepared to testify to 
Mueller and his group, or any of the committees in 
Congress, but nobody called. The only person who said 
anything was the President. He called Pompeo when he 
was director of the CIA and said, if you wanted to know 

DoS/Freddie Everett
Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo.

EIRNS/Jason Ross
VIPS Member Ray McGovern, speaking at a town hall meeting in 
Manhattan sponsored by }EIR{, September 9, 2017.
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any factual information about Russiagate, you needed 
to talk to me. You know, I’m sitting here with my com-
puter looking at data that’s open to the public in the in-
ternet, you know?

And so, I’m wondering, here, we spend about 
100-and-something billion dollars every year on our in-
telligence agencies, all of ’em, 16 of ’em, plus DNI, the 
17th one. (They call it the 17th one, but it’s not—that’s 
just staffers.) But, we spend over $100 billion there and 
I’m sitting here with this little computer, and I have a 
few other guys in the U.S., and a couple in the U.K., 
who are using their own resources; and we’re looking at 
this data and we figure out from this, it’s very clear. This 
is forensic data, there is nothing questionable about 
this: Our probability of error in making the statements 
we do about the DNC data, is like 1 chance in 2 to the 
35,813th power—which is like, one chance in a one fol-
lowed by 1200 zeros. It’s trillions of times better than 
DNA [evidence], you know?

Our point is we’re basing everything on fact, noth-
ing on speculation. No hearsay, nothing! It’s actually, 
simply factual evidence. It’s there, everybody can look 
at it, everybody can see it, they can test it, they can peer 
review, they can do anything they want—it’s there for 
everybody to see. And everyone else is going on specu-
lation—“Oh, so-and-so said the Russians did it”—
where is the factual evidence of that occurring?

Now, I saw in the Rosenstein indictment [of the 12 
Russian military officers] where he thought to say that 
GRU agents were going through, penetrating, different 
sites and seeing things, and somebody asserted to me 
that that was the NSA data—and that was not NSA data, 
because NSA data is classified. If they put that in an in-
dictment, they’d have to redact it, especially if they 
publicly released it. That came from, I believe, some-
thing like CrowdStrike or a third party, somebody look-
ing at something else and then feeding that data in. But 
it’s not NSA data. It’s clearly not something substanti-
ated by anyone in government. So, it’s hearsay as far as 
the courts are concerned, and it’s also probably manu-
factured. 

And they don’t really say exactly what they say 
they “exfiltrated.” And yet, here you have the guy 
who’s the CrowdStrike head at the time [Shawn 
Henry], who came out and said in his testimony in De-
cember of 2017, and he said that we have no evidence 
that anyone exfiltrated anything! Well, I mean, come 
on! If he knew that in testimony—and surely Rosen-

stein knew that, and then he looked at this and said, 
this allegation from the people who were feeding this 
data into him—why would he include that without 
challenging that? Because I think he’s a part of this 
coup attempt; he’s a part of the rest of it. That’s my 
opinion: He’s a part of this deep state attempt to get rid 
of the President.

Daniel Burke: It strikes me, Bill, that this is some-
thing similar to the idea of the principle of the flank…. 
The overwhelming strength of these coup artists is the 
idea that they have the total domination over all of the 
data that goes in and out of the country. But what you 
are laying out, is that this is, in fact, their weakness. Be-
cause the very truth of the matter is—the proof that they 
must know what, in fact, actually happened. And we 
would be able to find it in the files, and we would be 
able to prove it.

Binney: You know that’s why, in the ThinThread 
program, we had the program after the fact, that would 
monitor what’s called the network logs. For everybody 
who doesn’t know: When you’re on a network, and you 
press a button with your mouse, or you type a line of 
code in, and hit carriage return, that sends a line of code 
down the network. And that is logged in a network log. 
So that everything you do on a network—whether you 
download material, whatever you communicate, what-
ever instructions you say—that’s recorded in that net-
work log. 

That means that all the evidence to show all of the 
criminal activity by virtually everybody in the world, as 
long as they ever go on the network, on their phone, or 
the internet, or chatter, or email—all that stuff is there 
to retroactively analyze and show the extent of crimi-
nality. That’s the problem they didn’t like on the pro-
gram we invented in 1999, OK? And so NSA said, “No, 
we’re getting rid of that program, because we don’t 
want anybody to know what we’re doing.”

And so that’s why they couldn’t find Edward 
Snowden when he downloaded all that material, be-
cause they didn’t know what people were doing on the 
network. And so, in fact, they don’t even know what he 
took! And they can’t show it. It is their weakness in the 
fact that all that information is there, and still stored, 
and retroactively analyzed; and we can do that, and get 
back years and see what people have been doing for 
over, at least, the last decade….
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July 14—In the last three weeks, Lebanon has been 
poised to join the “new paradigm” in international rela-
tions and economic cooperation as envisaged by Chi-
na’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and Russia’s inter-
vention to end the endless wars and regime changes in 
West Asia. This tiny country, with a collapsed physical 
economy and bankrupt state and banking system, and 
host to 1.5 million Syrian refugees and 500,000 Pales-
tinians (compared to 5 million of its own citizens), can 
also become the most significant battlefield between 
the old paradigm hardliners of Anglo-American geo-
politics and those who want to chart a new path for the 
country, this time eastwards. Many warnings are now 
heard about a new civil war in Lebanon. 

The “going east” can become a catalyst for such a 
devolution if wise heads don’t prevail. In addition, with 
a neighbor like Israel run by a rabid and trigger-happy 
Jabotinskyite-like Prime Minister Benjamin Netan-
yahu, a new regional war can be the result. 

Lebanon is also the main trade outlet for Syria. This 
means that Lebanon will suffer enormously as a result 
of the new U.S. sanctions imposed since June 17 under 
the Caesar Syria Civilian Protection Act (Caesar Act). It 
imposes punishment on anyone doing trade with Syria. 
For the Syrians, who have already been suffering from 
previous sanctions that have collapsed the economy, 
the Caesar Act means mass starvation in Syria. The 
Lebanese leadership and people are put in a position to 
choose either to be complicit in the mass murder of the 
Syrian people, or suffer the wrath of the U.S. 

It was in this context that Hassan Nasrallah, the leader 
of the Lebanese Hezbollah, the duly elected main partner 
in the coalition government of President Michel Aoun, 
made a televised speech on June 16 to denounce the 
Caesar Act and vowed to fight it. However, two other 
important aspects of his speech were the proposal to 
break with the International Monetary Fund and its West-
ern backers, and to contact China again to accept an offer 
to help rebuild the productive economy of Lebanon.

In his speech, Nasrallah reiterated what he said in No-
vember 2019, that Chinese companies were willing to 
invest billions of dollars in Lebanon in infrastructure, in-
dustry, and agriculture. He stated in this new speech that 
China was willing to build a modern railway connecting 
the coastal cities of the country from Tripoli in the north 
to Beirut and Naqoura in the south. They also pledged to 
build new power plants and modernize ports. The ailing 
power sector in Lebanon is one of the main causes of the 
frustration and turmoil among the population, and it 
costs the state $2 billion annually in subsidies and lost 

revenues, not to mention the losses to other economic 
activities due to the lack of reliable electricity supply.

While the Chinese government remained silent last 
year in response to Nasrallah, this time it responded. 
The Chinese Embassy in Beirut issued a statement 
which was sent to Lebanese media on June 17 stating:

In answering the inquiries addressed to it, the 
Chinese embassy in Lebanon indicated that the 
Chinese side is ready to carry out practical coop-
eration actively with the Lebanese side on the 
basis of equality and mutual benefit in the frame-
work of joint work to build the Belt and Road.… 

Lebanon Should Join the 
New Paradigm of the Belt and Road: 
But Watch Out for the War Party!
by Hussein Askary

CC BY-4.0
Hassan Nasrallah, leader of the Lebanese Hezbollah.
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China is committed to cooperation with other na-
tions mainly through the role of its companies, 
the leading role of the market, and the catalytic 
role of government and commercial operations. 
Chinese companies continue to follow with inter-
est the opportunities for cooperation in infra-
structure and other fields in Lebanon, and to keep 
in touch with the Lebanese side in this regard.

In March 2019, a large Chinese delegation visited 
Lebanon and a major conference on the Belt and Road 
was held in Tripoli, Libya. The Chinese business and of-
ficial delegations proposed various infrastructure, in-
dustrial and agricultural projects to be financed and built 
by China. However, under the government of Prime 
Minister Saad Al-Hariri, this offer was rejected. Instead 
Al-Hariri pushed the previous Anglo-French proposal 
from 2018, backed by the World Bank and European 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). 
That offer was made at the Paris CEDRE conference 
(Conference for Economic Development and Reform 
through Enterprise) in April 2018, when Lebanon was 
promised $10 billion in infrastructure projects. Needless 
to say, none of the projects was implemented. It just 
made Lebanon lose two more years, while the social and 
economic conditions deteriorated further. 

Now, it seems that Lebanon is left with no choice 
other than “going east.” In Lebanon, two days after Nas-
rallah’s speech and one day after the Chinese embassy 
press release, the Lebanese cabinet confirmed that is was 
“going east,” while at the same time making it clear that 
they did not wish to alienate the West. In a press confer-
ence, the industry minister confirmed that the cabinet 
was aligned with what Nasrallah has stressed. However, 
he said it is like a “bidding process.” The party which 
comes with the best offer will get the job. Actually, in his 
speech on June 16, Hezbollah leader Nasrallah said the 
same thing. He stressed that all countries that want to 
build infrastructure in Lebanon are welcome, except for 
Israel. This includes the United States. 

In this way, the Lebanese government is not taking 
sides. But from experience in Africa for example, only 
China can make such reasonable offers and implement 
them efficiently and in record time. 

To confirm the Chinese intentions, a pro-Hezbollah 
website, Al-Ahednews, published three letters from 
Chinese companies addressed to the government of 
Lebanon, one from the China National Machinery 
IMP&EXP Corporation, offering to build three power 
plants, each with a generating capacity of 700 Mega-

watts, and building a supporting national grid; a second 
from the China Machinery Engineering Corporation, 
proposing to build a railway from north to south in Leb-
anon (Tripoli-Naqoura); and the third from a corpora-
tion proposing to build a tunnel strategically connect-
ing the west and east of the country with a highway. The 
companies offer to finance the projects through loans, 
using BOOT (Build, Own, Operate, Transfer), a modal-
ity promoted by western countries. Chinese companies 
are building similar projects in Pakistan. 

Threats of ‘Regime Change’
U.S. State Department officials are rushing to the 

scene in Lebanon to sow division and confusion among 
the Lebanese people who find themselves in a very 
fragile situation, with potential civil war being stirred 
up in the streets by provocateurs of all types and shapes. 
One such official is U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for 
Near East Affairs, David Schenker. He remains true to 
the pedagogical methods of his boss, Secretary of State 
Mike Pompeo, who said in a public meeting (at Texas 
A&M University as part of the Wiley Lecture Series, in 
College Station, Texas on April 15, 2019): 

I was the CIA director. We lied, we cheated, we 
stole. It’s—it was like—we had entire training 
courses.

Pompeo himself had visited Lebanon in March 2019 
with the declared intention to denounce the government 
partner, Hezbollah. He threatened the Lebanese gov-
ernment and people in a press conference that followed 
his meeting with Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil, 
saying: “Lebanon and the Lebanese people face a 
choice: bravely move forward as an independent and 

DoS
Saad Al-Hariri, Prime Minister of Lebanon.
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proud nation, or allow the dark ambitions of Iran and 
Hezbollah to dictate your future.”

Bassil responded, “For us, Hezbollah is a Lebanese 
party, not terrorists. Its members of parliament were 
elected by the Lebanese people, with high popular sup-
port.”

At the time of that visit, Saad Al-Hariri, a darling of the 
Anglo-American forces, was still Prime Minister. How-
ever, by October a popular uprising forced him to resign. 

Both Pompeo and the Lebanese people know that it 
is impossible to disarm and eliminate Hezbollah with-
out causing a bloody civil war. Anybody who is propos-
ing this should be aware of this fact. 

Schenker gave an exclusive interview to Al-Hadeel, 
the pro-Hariri Lebanese magazine, on June 23, in 
Arabic, repeating the same threats against the Lebanese 
people and their government, and making empty prom-
ises of support. Most interestingly, it seems that he was 
on a mission to derail the discussion about working 
with China. Schenker stressed that Lebanon needed to 
“make difficult decisions that change the way the coun-
try is run,” adding that Hezbollah “is not an organiza-
tion that seeks reform, but rather one that lives on cor-
ruption.”

Schenker then turned to the question of China, noting 
that Nasrallah’s calls for Lebanon to “look east”—
toward China in order to mend the country’s ailing econ-
omy—were “shocking,” and that Lebanon needed to 
resist falling into such a “trap.” Schenker stated, “We all 
see how China seeks to acquire any country that fails to 
pay its debt dues,” and he pointed to the much-trum-
peted two examples of Djibouti and Sri Lanka, where in 
the latter case Sri Lanka granted China a 99-year lease 
of its port after failing to pay its debts.

It’s Development, Not a Debt Trap
Let’s look at one of these two cases, Djibouti. We 

will not use Chinese “propaganda,” but well-researched 
information produced by Western and American insti-
tutions.

Let’s read first what the World Bank, an institution 
which is dominated by the U.S. and Britain, says about 
the economic development in Djibouti. Its April 2019 
“economic update” for Djibouti, states:

The medium-term economic outlook is positive, 
as the Government’s strategy of positioning the 
country as a regional trade, logistics, and digital 
hub gains traction. GDP growth is expected to 
reach 7.0 percent in 2019 before accelerating to 
8.0 percent in 2020-2023. Growth will be sup-
ported by exports of transportation, logistics, 
and telecommunication services, as the country 
harvests dividends from its ambitious invest-
ment program.

Another World Bank report, “Djibouti Country 
Overview,” published in October 2019, states:

Djibouti’s US$2 billion city-state economy is 
driven by a state-of-the-art port complex, among 
the most sophisticated in the world. Trade through 
the port is expected to grow rapidly in parallel 
with the expanding economy of its largest neigh-
bor and main trading partner, Ethiopia....

Thanks to massive, public debt-financed in-
vestments in infrastructure, Djibouti has seen 
rapid, sustained growth in recent years, with per 
capita GDP growing at more than 3 percent a 
year on average and real GP at 6 percent. Growth 
is expected to reach 7.5 per cent in 2019....

And who financed and built all these projects in Dji-
bouti and its main trade partner, Ethiopia?

According to a report published by the U.S. Con-
gressional Research Service in September 2019 under 
the title, “China’s Engagement in Djibouti,” we can 
read the following:

Djibouti is pursuing an ambitious agenda to 
transform itself into a commercial trade hub for 
the Horn of Africa region. This effort is being 
financed largely by the People’s Republic of 
China (PRC), which is playing a growing role in 
the tiny country. China’s engagement is multi-

DoS/Ron Przysucha
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Eastern Affairs.
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faceted, ranging from major infrastructure in-
vestments to the establishment of its first over-
seas military base in the country. China considers 
Djibouti part of its Belt and Road Initiative; in 
late 2017 the two countries declared that they 
had established a “strategic partnership.”

According to this U.S. Congressional Research Ser-
vice publication, 

China reportedly has provided nearly $1.5 bil-
lion in financing for major infrastructure proj-
ects in Djibouti since 2000. Among the projects 
being built by Chinese firms is a $3.5 billion 
free-trade zone (FTZ), expected to be Africa’s 
largest. The first phase was completed in 2018 
and is expected to create 200,000 new jobs [Dji-
bouti’s total population was less 
than one million in 2018!] and 
handle over $7 billion in trade from 
2018 to 2020. Three Chinese com-
panies have stakes in the FTZ, 
alongside Djibouti’s port authority. 

Other Chinese-backed invest-
ment projects include the develop-
ment of port facilities and related 
infrastructure, including a railway 
and two airports (a $420 million 
contract) and a pipeline to supply 
Djibouti with water from neighbor-
ing Ethiopia (a $320 million con-
tract). Ethiopia, a landlocked coun-
try of over 100 million people, which 
relies on Djibouti for the transit of 
90 percent of its formal trade, re-
cently facilitated the construction of a new rail line 
between the two countries. The line was built and 
is operated by two Chinese companies, and was 
financed in part by China’s Export-Import Bank.

So, Djibouti, which was a colony of France from 
1883 to 1977—despite its enormous potential—had 
to wait more than a century to move from being an 
extremely poor country to start the development pro-
cess described above with the help of China. The only 
thing the Western media have been reporting about 
Djibouti is that “China has built a naval base” there. 
Yet, the U.S., Britain, Italy, France, and Japan all 
have military bases in the country, and the Chinese 

base just sits next to all the others. 

Chinese Silk Road Diplomacy
The Lebanese government sent a powerful signal to 

the outside world about the choices it is considering, 
when the Chinese Ambassador to Beirut Wang Kejian, 
met with Prime Minister Hassan Diab and several min-
isters on July 2. Information has been leaked to the Leb-
anese daily Al-Akhbar, which reported on July 3 that 
“Diab announced Lebanon’s readiness to receive Chi-
nese messages and turn them into actions.” Al-Akhbar 
published the content of two letters that reached the 
government ten days ago, “in which ten huge Chinese 
companies confirm their willingness to invest in infra-
structure projects in Lebanon, despite the financial 
crisis it is going through.”

Prime Minister Hassan Diab’s meeting with Wang 

was attended by the ministers of environment, industry, 
public works, transport, tourism, and energy. Al-Akhbar 
states that the two sides discussed in detail how the 
financing and construction work will be conducted. As 
for the details of the meeting, Al-Akhbar learned that 
Wang explained how Chinese government and private 
companies do business and the mechanisms of granting 
investment loans. A discussion was also held with each 
minister about the projects that concern his or her 
ministry, from railways and water treatment, to electricity 
generation, to waste treatment, and industrial projects.

Reportedly, Prime Minister Diab mandated Industry 
Minister Emad Hob Allah to follow up with the portfo-
lios of cooperation with the Chinese companies. “The 

CGTN
A COSCO container ship is unloaded with cranes at the multipurpose Port of 
Doraleh, an extension of the Port of Djibouti.
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meeting was very positive, and Prime Minister Diab 
confirmed that we do not want to go East or West, but 
we are open to everything that helps our country and 
everyone who wants to invest in it,” according to Al-
Akhbar, citing sources in the government. 

Al-Akhbar claims that it had obtained copies of two 
letters the Lebanese government received in July, in 
which ten major Chinese companies, led by the giant 
Sinohydro, confirmed their immediate readiness to 
invest in Lebanon, specifically in the comprehensive 
electricity and railway projects. However, the most 
prominent declaration in the two letters is the compa-
nies affirming their commitment to invest in Lebanon, 
“despite the financial conditions of the country, and 
Lebanon’s announcement of its failure to pay its inter-
national bonds, and being at the height of negotiations 
with the International Monetary Fund.”

The two letters, according to Al-Akhbar, “include an 
affirmation of China’s intention to help Lebanon over-
come the crisis and contribute to the required stability 
while developing the infrastructure.” Al-Akhbar points 
to the failure of the Western system, saying, 

International companies today, with Lebanon 
announcing that it will default on the payment of 
bonds and the state of the local currency, will not 
dare think about investing in Lebanon, without 
the guarantee of the World Bank, which in turn 
will not go beyond Lebanese negotiations with 
the IMF.

Consequently, what Minister of Defense Zina Aker 
announced is true, that none of the Western companies 
will invest in the electricity sector in Lebanon before 
confirming the agreement of the IMF. In general, this 
applies to all major companies, and Chinese companies 
as well. But it does not apply to the group led by Sino-
hydro, which is a Chinese government company with 
huge capital, and U.S. sanctions against it are limited. 

Moreover, Al-Akhbar reports that the most impor-
tant feature of China’s cooperation with Lebanon is that 
it is removing all bureaucratic obstacles in the way of 
this cooperation. Al-Akhbar learned that Sinohydro had 
obtained approval to guarantee the railway project, 
based on the Memorandum of Understanding signed 
with the Ministry of Public Works, from China Export 
and Credit Insurance Corporation (Sinosure), an offi-
cial body for “loan guarantee in China.” The company’s 
representatives are preparing to visit Lebanon, if the 
Chinese government allows its citizens to travel in the 

midst of the COVID-19 pandemic; if not, its represen-
tatives are ready to conduct discussions with Diab and 
members of the government via videoconference, to 
speed up the work. 

The first letter obtained by Al-Akhbar deals with in-
creasing the electricity generation in the country. The 
group of Chinese companies reminded the Lebanese 
Prime Minister of their visit to Lebanon in 2019, in 
which they reviewed the data related to the electricity 
crisis and the need for new power plants. “Therefore, 
we are interested in investing in these important proj-
ects, specifically the Zahrani and Deir Ammar stations,” 
the letter states. 

The second letter references the memorandum of 
understanding signed with the Lebanese Ministry of 
Public Works on railways and the transport sector, an-
nouncing its readiness to implement projects that in-
clude “a railway from north to south, the huge public 
transport system in Beirut, and the Beirut tunnel (Dahr 
al-Baydar to the Syrian border) for the railway or the 
international highway, or both together.” 

Conclusion
For the Lebanese people, their leadership and econo-

mists, it is important to get an informed evaluation of all 
these matters, before falling prey to the desperation that 
pushed other nations into the abyss of borrowing money 
to resolve a short-term fiscal and budgetary crisis, thus 
accumulating a mountain of debt without investing in 
anything productive. In 1998, Russia’s desperate short-
term borrowing, with the “support” of IMF and World 
Bank packages, led to the famous GKO-bond crisis. 
Russia’s physical economy and productivity were de-
stroyed through the “reforms” proposed by these inter-
national institutions. This should be a lesson for every 
nation, and for Lebanon today. When you are most des-
perate to solve a financial crisis, whether national or per-
sonal, the loan sharks can have you for lunch. 

It is becoming obvious that even a tiny country like 
Lebanon can break the back of a global empire by 
opting to follow the path of progress, national sover-
eignty, and international cooperation according to the 
win-win model offered by China. This does not mean 
cutting all bridges to the West. It is necessary to keep 
those connections that are in the true interest of Leba-
non and its people. If the U.S. and Europe wish to 
change their policies and join China in offering Leba-
non power, transport, water and agro-industrial invest-
ments, the Lebanese people and their leadership would 
welcome them with open arms. 
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July 14—The New York Times bragged on July 
11 that it had obtained a copy of a draft of the 
China-Iran strategic agreement containing a 
long list of infrastructure projects to be built by 
China in Iran in exchange for oil over 25 years. 
Although it is true that an Iranian-Chinese trade 
and economic cooperation agreement is being 
discussed, this story is nothing new in Iran and 
has been under consideration since President Xi 
Jinping visited Tehran in January 2016. Al-
though no official drafts have been made public, 
the discussion has been ongoing inside Iran for 
some time. The escalating, reckless behavior 
and bullying leveled against China and Iran by 
U.S., British and EU foreign policy officials has 
now definitely accelerated this process in the 
recent months and weeks. 

More importantly, China seems to have 
shifted its position away from carefully avoiding sanc-
tions and confrontation with the U.S. over dealing with 
nations considered as enemies by the U.S. It is now 
openly cooperating with them. For example, there is 
now an open confrontation between the U.S. embassy 
and Chinese embassy in Lebanon on this issue. This 
shift is occurring as China is moving to quickly diver-
sify its markets for trade and investment and seeking to 
find alternative partners to the EU and U.S. 

A Game-Changer
The Iran-China 25-year trade and economic cooper-

ation agreement, still under discussion, is a real game-
changer in global terms, but not by and of itself. It comes 
on the heels of the recent discussions of a Lebanese-
Chinese comprehensive infrastructure and agro-industrial 
investment agreement; last September’s Iraq-China 10-
year “oil for infrastructure” agreement;1 and the China-
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), now well underway.

Taken together, these developments create a com-

1. For details of the China-Iraq agreement and its implications, read this 
author’s article, “A Solution is Possible: Iran, Iraq and the World in This 
Moment of Crisis,” in EIR, Vol. 47, No. 2, January 10, 2020, pp. 5-15. 

pletely new era of economic cooperation, peace and 
prosperity following a 40-year era of destruction 
wrought upon Southwest Asia by British-American 
geopolitical wars. This shift, which is spearheaded by 
the Belt and Road Initiative announced by China in 
2013, is what Helga Zepp-LaRouche, the founder and 
chairwoman of the Schiller Institute, calls a “new para-
digm” in international relations. 

If you look at a map of the world, what else will you 
see next to the land-based bridge extending from China’s 
Xinjiang province through Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, and Leb-
anon? First, you will find Afghanistan and Syria, where 
a decade-long war has been raging. If President Trump 
fulfills (or is allowed to fulfill) his promise of withdraw-
ing from Afghanistan and Syria and a genuine peace pro-
cess is launched, the hand of the British Empire, which 
has controlled these regions for more than 200 years 
through the Great Game, will be removed.

Second, to the north of this region, you find Central 
Asia and the Caucasus, where cooperation between 
these nations and Russia and China will create a new 
dynamic of cooperation among sovereign nations in-
stead of the geopolitical manipulations they have been 
subjected to since the fall of the Soviet Union. Turkey, 

The Significance of the China-Iran Deal: 
A New Paradigm Is Taking Hold!
by Hussein Askary
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January 2016.
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which is in a deep economic and political crisis, is also 
finding itself forced to look East. 

This is the main reason that not only the British and 
the EU countries are completely enraged by China’s 
Belt and Road Initiative and Russia’s Eurasian Eco-
nomic Union. Their centuries-long control over global 
economic and strategic affairs is being challenged. 
These forces of the old paradigm have nothing to say to 
those nations, other than lectures about democracy, 
economic sanctions, regime-change, and bombs. The 
EU tried to offer the Caucasus and Central Asian na-
tions an alternative to the BRI, and “after several years’ 
labor, it delivered a mouse” (an Arabic saying), a two-
page PowerPoint sheet called, “Connecting Europe and 
Asia: The EU Strategy,” and a 13-page memorandum 
full of nice words and wishful thinking.

Needless to say, these tiny 
projects will end up like the 
much-touted oil and gas pipe-
lines, like poor Nabucco, that 
American and European com-
panies were supposed to build 
in the 1990s and 2000s to help 
these landlocked nations to 
export their oil and gas while 
bypassing Russia. All these 
projects “went down the 
pipes,” so to speak. On the 
contrary, Russia became more 
pivotal for the gas and oil ex-
ports to the EU, and the pipe-
lines (North Stream and Blue 
Stream) were finally built by ... Russia, bypassing the 
Caucasus and Central Asia!

These nations do not seem to have any more illu-
sions about what the EU or the U.S. is capable, or rather 
incapable, of delivering. All of these nations, except for 
Georgia, have become full members or observers, to-
gether with China and Russia, of the Shanghai Coop-
eration Organization (SCO), which is a framework for 
economic and security cooperation. India and Pakistan 
are members, too. But India has one foot in the new 
paradigm and the other in the old one, as certain power-
ful political forces in India still harbor illusions of play-
ing the role of dagger in the soft belly of China.

The New Paradigm
The fact that there is a new paradigm and a new situ-

ation in the world was emphasized by the Iranian For-
eign Minister Javad Zarif in a press conference on July 

5 (one week before the New York Times published its 
report). In response to lawmakers who were asking 
about the China deal, Zarif said:

We respond to the strength of U.S. strategy in the 
region with neighborhood policy. But another 
point that should be considered in our foreign 
policy is the shift in global power.

In his typical sense of humor, he added:

For this reason, while maintaining a comprehen-
sive policy to sit in front of the six world powers 
(U.S., Russia, Britain, France, China and Ger-
many) and, as Mr. Trump puts it, to create the con-
ditions for Mr. Bolton to worry about our meeting 

with Mr. Trump, we also 
had the same authority as 
with China. We are negoti-
ating a 25-year contract.

Emphasizing that there are 
no secret issues in the agree-
ment with China, Zarif said:

When Mr. Xi talked about 
this agreement during the 
meeting with the Supreme 
Leader [Ayatollah Khame-
nei in January 2016], we 
announced the issue to the 
people. During my visit last 

year (January 1, 2020) to China, it was announced 
again. When China responded to our draft, it was 
announced again, and when China agreed to ne-
gotiate with us, it was announced, and we will an-
nounce it whenever an agreement is reached.

However, the draft of the agreement was never pub-
lished, but was obviously sent to the members of the 
Iranian Parliament for consideration. It is quite proba-
ble that a copy of that was leaked and ended up in the 
hands of the New York Times. But that does not change 
much of the matter, because there do not seem to be any 
“secret” clauses in the agreement related to allowing 
China to build military bases on Iranian soil. Any edu-
cated observer who knows anything about the history 
of Iran or China would realize that this is an impossibil-
ity. Iran and China already have military and security 
cooperation agreements. In December 2019 they con-
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are negotiating a 25-year contract with China.”
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ducted joint naval exercises in the 
Gulf of Oman together with Russia. 

The draft is most likely solely ded-
icated to oil exports to China and the 
building of infrastructure including 
railways, telecommunications, ports, 
airports, and industries with special 
focus on petrochemicals.

The agreement is not likely to be 
signed before March 2021, according 
to Mahmoud Vaezi, Foreign Policy 
Advisor of the Iranian President, as 
discussions in the parliament and ne-
gotiations on the practical details with 
China could take months.

Shedding more light on this agree-
ment, on June 23, Iranian Government 
Spokesman Ali Rabiei said the follow-
ing about the agreement in a press con-
ference:

We believe that this program will open a new 
chapter in the sphere of relations between the 
two great civilizations of China and Iran and will 
be a joint step in deepening relations. An impor-
tant part of it has been done by understanding 
and the negotiations will be conducted soon.

In each of these areas, a diverse range of 
fields of cooperation such as crude oil, petro-
chemicals, railways, offshore connections to 
promote the Silk Road and development issues 
such as eradicating poverty and improving peo-
ple’s livelihoods in less developed areas are con-
sidered. How it will work and be implemented 
will be discussed in separate negotiations.

This is an example and a starting point for ex-
panding the vision of bilateral cooperation with 
friendly nations and building on strategic rela-
tions in order to ensure long-term and mutual 
benefits with all countries that are willing. Ac-
cordingly, we are ready to work with all neigh-
bors and countries in the region to develop a clear 
and comprehensive roadmap; and we deeply be-
lieve that there is no other way than multilateral-
ism and the development of regional and inter-
regional cooperation to meet the diverse 
challenges facing growth and development.

I recently wrote about the Lebanon-China agree-
ment (see the article in this issue of EIR), which refers 

to the creation of a direct connection 
between the Mediterranean ports of 
Lebanon and Syria, through Iraq to 
Iran, and further along the New Silk 
Road to Central Asia and China.

Iran-Pakistan Relations
Another important factor in this 

new situation are the economic rela-
tions between Iran and Pakistan. Iran 
built a gas pipeline to the border with 
Pakistan (completed in 2008) with the 
intention of extending it to India (the 
Peace Pipeline), offering Pakistan 
natural gas at preferential prices for its 
power generation and chemical indus-
tries. However, Pakistan, which was 
pulled deeply into the “war on terror-
ism” instigated by the Anglo-Ameri-
can-Saudi forces, was forced by the 

U.S., Britain and its allies in the Persian Gulf to borrow 
money from British banks at 4-5 percent interest to buy 
Qatari liquified gas (LNG) at market prices.

On August 3, 2018, the Pakistan Express Tribune 
reported that the British Standard Chartered Bank 
(SCB) would extend a $200-million commercial loan 
(at 4.2% interest) to Pakistan to finance LNG imports. 
The SCB is one of Pakistan’s largest lenders, with $1.1 
billion in loans in 2016-2017 alone. This process in-
creased Pakistan’s trade deficit massively, with $14 bil-
lion (U.S.) annually for energy imports alone. Before 
China arrived on the scene with the CPEC, Pakistan 
was already entangled in a complex debt trap set up by 
the Western multilateral lenders, the Paris Club, the In-
ternational Monetary Fund, and the World Bank. 

Now that the new Pakistani government under 
Prime Minister Imran Khan has adopted a “Pakistan 
first” policy and is deeply engaged with China in mas-
sive infrastructure projects, defying all threats from the 
West, Pakistan is now free to reconsider such projects 
with Iran. The CPEC and the China-Iran agreement 
could enable the building oil and gas pipelines from 
Iran through Pakistan to China, thus securing the flow 
of oil and gas from the Gulf to China without passing 
through troubled straits and challenging seas. If India 
could be brought into the picture, it would be a massive 
coup against the forces in the West who are fomenting 
confrontation and wars in Asia. 

This China-Iran agreement can truly become a 
game-changer but cannot be viewed as such without 

CC/Tasnim News Agency
Mahmoud Vaezi, Chief of Staff of the 
Iranian President: “This [agreement 
with China] will open a new chapter 
in relations between the two great 
civilizations of China and Iran.”
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taking into consideration the big picture. As in the case 
of the massive pressure which is being put on Lebanon 
to abandon its plans to join the Belt and Road and China, 
this agreement with Iran is highly likely to become the 
target of destabilization and provocation campaigns. 

I do not believe that it is in the genuine interest of the 
peoples of the European nations or the American people 
to stand in the way of peaceful cooperation among other 
nations. On the contrary, it will be beneficial for them to 
join hands with China and Russia to accelerate the 
global fight against poverty, disease, and armed con-
flicts. Therefore, this issue should become one of the 
key points of discussion on the agenda of the summit of 
the five permanent members of the United Nations Se-
curity Council, which has been called for by President 
Vladimir Putin, and is now agreed to by all five nations, 
and is expected to convene in September 2020. 

Appendix: China Has No Allies, Only Partners!
One of the major obstacles that prevents people 

around the world from understanding what China, the 
Chinese leadership and the Chinese people think and do 
is the problem of projection. It is the projection of a 
mindset shaped by at least the past 200 years of the Brit-
ish Empire,—brainwashing its own people and its vic-
tims with the satanic poison called geopolitics. 

Geopoliltics argues that humans and nations are 
driven by their greed and lust for power, indulging in a 
zero-sum-game type of fight of all against all. In such a 
world, there is no place for morals or harmony. There 
are only self-interests. And sometimes, you make alli-

ances to undermine rivals, or pit two rivals against each 
other and take advantage of their weakened positions. 
In that world, there are no permanent friends, but only 
permanent interests. In that world, there are only lim-
ited resources, and the winner takes it all. In that world, 
you cannot create new resources, nor share them with 
others. Those infected with this oligarchical thinking, 
project this diseased mindset onto China.

In the Belt and Road Initiative, China has treated 
everyone outside China equally as a partner or potential 
partner. China believes that humans should be friendly 
to each other and promote each other’s well-being and 
interest. In the British Empire, this Chinese “friendli-
ness” is perceived as a “trick” and strategy of “stooping 
to conquer.”

There are many geopolitically-minded people today 
who are trying to interpret this China-Iran cooperation 
as a geopolitical move by China to create new alliances 
in Southwest Asia to counter the U.S. and its “allies.” 
This is complete baloney, because the U.S. and Brit-
ain’s closest allies in the Persian Gulf, such as Saudi 
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, are China’s larg-
est trade partners. 

China’s intentions are to be found in its undertak-
ings. It is building strong partnerships with almost all 
nations of the region, based on the physical-economic 
projects of the Belt and Road Initiative. Some of these 
nations are even involved in severe political, economic, 
and even military conflicts by proxy against each other. 
But China is hoping that jointly working to build the 
New Silk Road will make those nations appreciate the 
merits of cooperation more than fighting. 

This author, through his association with the late 
Mr. Lyndon LaRouche, Helga Zepp-LaRouche and 
others in the international Schiller Institute, has advo-
cated the building of a new world economic system that 
is just and beneficial for all. We have drafted many de-
signs for how this could look, and we have had dia-
logues with representatives of all these nations, without 
prejudice. Some have listened more than others. China 
has come closest to resembling this intention, through 
the proposal of jointly building the Belt and Road. 

The United States and other nations in Europe have 
great contributions to the progress of mankind in their 
history. These achievements were based on sound phil-
osophical, scientific, and moral principles, like the U.S. 
Declaration of Independence. A revival of these princi-
ples is key today for co-existence among the nations of 
the world, who are otherwise, once again, facing the 
threat of a new global war.

CC/Chatham House
Under Prime Minister Imran Khan, Pakistan has deeply 
engaged with China in massive infrastructure projects, defying 
all threats from the West.
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Fusion Energy Foundation
Leesburg, Virginia

Zuwei Huang
Beijing Institute of Space Systems Engineering
P.O. Box 9208
Beijing, China

SUBJECT: Yours: June 27, Aug. 29, 1985
Sylvia Brewda: July 20, 1985

Dear Zuwei Huang: 

Mrs. Brewda has suggested that I should forward 
you comment on the matters you have identified in the 
indicated correspondence. I do not think it scientific 
honesty, merely to identify the formulations defining 
the beneficial impact of military and space science upon 
the entire economy. The important thing is to identify to 
you and your colleagues the means by which you may 
judge for yourselves whether these are the correct for-
mulations, or not. Therefore, the dominant features of 
this letter will be different than you might have antici-
pated, but I believe that I am replying in a manner which 
will be more useful to you.

The context for discussion of national economic pol-
icies of military and space research, is, of course, the 
present outgrowths of a western european scientific de-

velopment which dates from approximately 1439-1440 
A.D. Although the foundations of modern european sci-
ence’s development are to be traced meaningfully to 
classical Greece and Egypt approximately 2,500 years 
ago, Europe’s dominant role in international science 
dates from revolutionary developments of the Italy-cen-
tered Golden Renaissance. To account for the revolu-
tionary developments during the Golden Renaissance, 
the work of Plato, Archimedes, St. Augustine, and Char-
lemagne’s reforms, must be taken into account; but, 
until the revolutionary contributions of Cardinal Nicho-
las of Cusa, Leonardo da Vinci, and their collaborators 
during the Golden Renaissance, there existed no physi-
cal science in the sense we know it today.

Hence, at the same time that India, China, Japan, and 
so forth, have mastered modern physical science, this 
has occurred as a greater or lesser degree of assimilation 
of the european culture in which modern physical sci-
ence was developed. Although the cultures and religions 
of the various regions and sub-regions of Asia, for ex-
ample, vary greatly among themselves, and vary in the 
nature of their coincidences and differences with euro-
pean culture, the common fact of the matter is that the 
development of physical science among Asian nations 
(for example), and more emphatically, the social impact 
of technological progress, involves a sometimes diffi-
cult interaction between Asian cultures and the euro-
pean-cultural concomitants of modern physical science.

II. A Dialogue of Civilizations

NOVEMBER 11, 1985

LaRouche Writes to 
A Leading Chinese Scientist

Lyndon H. LaRouche’s 1985 letter below, published here for the first time, is only one of several ex-
changed between the late economist Lyndon LaRouche and the late eminent Chinese space scientist 
Zuwei Huang. Dr. Huang was in the Space Systems Research Department of the Chinese Ministry of 
Aerospace Industry. He wrote extensively on issues of space launch and missile defense, and was a fre-
quent participant at international space conferences. Unfortunately, all the other correspondence be-
tween Dr. Huang and Mr. LaRouche appears to have been lost, including Dr. Huang’s letters to which 
Mr. LaRouche was replying in this instance. Nonetheless, LaRouche’s letter speaks for itself, as the 
reader will discover.
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In practice, this matter of the cul-
tural impact of modern technology is 
made more complicated by wide-
spread acceptance of a false view of 
“european culture.” If the words, 
“european culture,” are used to sig-
nify a kind of average of the cultural 
and political impact of Europe’s past 
several hundred years of relations 
with Asia, a profound error of great 
practical significance is committed. 
The culture of Europe and the Amer-
icas is the product of a conflict of 
two philosophically opposite, and 
essentially irreconcilable currents 
within Europe and the Americas as a 
whole, a division which continues to 
exist within each nation of western 
Europe and the Americas, as well as 
a general cultural conflict within 
Europe and the Americas taken as a whole.

For example, the weightiest impact of Europe and 
the Americas upon Asia since the seventeenth century 
has been supplied by the Society of Jesus and the Portu-
guese, Dutch, and British Levant Company and its East 
India Company off-shoots. The deepest impact of the 
U.S. upon China during the nineteenth century, for ex-
ample, was made by Boston-centered families operat-
ing as partners of the British East India Company in the 
opium trade: the families constitut-
ing the so-called “Eastern Establish-
ment” and its San Francisco (Bohe-
mian Grove) offshoot today: The 
Lowells, Cabots, Lodges, Higgin-
sons, Perkinses, Peabodys, Russells, 
Morgans, Harrimans, and so forth. 
For simplification, I forward a copy 
of the first edition (New York, 1984) 
of Anton Chaitkin’s Treason in 
America; an enlarged second edi-
tion, with extensive notes, is in the 
process of printing now, but copies 
are not yet available.

These families were partners of 
the British East India Company and 
Barings Bank, centered around the 
traitor Aaron Burr, who were in-
volved in open treason in events of 

1796, 1800, 1804, 1807, 1812-1814, 
and later. Today, the Anglo-Ameri-
can-Swiss-Venetian complex of in-
ternational finance, of which these 
rentier-financier families of the 
U.S.A. are but a shareholder, is the 
dominant political force in the 
U.S.A., controlling the State Depart-
ment, the major news-media, the 
major universities, the principal en-
tertainment-media, and the most 
powerful factions in the leadership of 
both major political parties. Yet, the 
majority of the population has an or-
ganic political-cultural tradition di-
rectly opposite to the philosophy of 
the liberal establishment. So, the real 
United States is a kind of net result of 
the conflict and pragmatic accommo-
dations between these two opposite 

political tendencies.
The same is true, in principle, of Italy, Germany, 

France, and so forth, in western Europe, and is also the 
case in the Spanish speaking republics of the Americas. 
The historian (and famous dramatist) Friedrich Schil-
ler, identified this internal cultural conflict within euro-
pean civilization as dating from the conflict between 
the two opposing models of classical Greek society, the 
opposition between the Lycurgan slave-society of 

Sparta and the constitutional repub-
licanism of Solon’s Athens. All 
Mediterranean history over 2,500 
years is an unfolding of the ebbs and 
flows in the conflicts between these 
two opposing currents of european 
philosophy.

For reasons which appear chiefly 
accidental, my twenty years’ cham-
pioning of the cause of a new world 
economic order, with justice for the 
developing nations, has put me near 
the center of the efforts to regroup 
the fragmented but extensive forces 
of european culture which represent 
today, more or less consciously, the 
heritage of the republican current. 
This has made me increasingly “un-
acceptable” to the trans-Atlantic 

Lycurgus of Sparta. An engraving by 
Ambroise Tardieu of a statue in the 
Vatican Museum.

Solon of Athens
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rentier-financier faction, but the fact that I, 
a person without income or formal posi-
tion, could be considered so much a danger 
by those establishment forces, attests to the 
large republican potential waiting to erupt 
under those kinds of conditions of crisis 
which bring dominant institutions periodi-
cally into general discredit.

My peculiar relationship to the Reagan 
faction among Republicans illustrates the 
point very well. Although I deplore the 
“free-trade monetarist” dogmas which 
mislead the Reaganites generally, there are 
“non-ideological” areas of instinctive, or-
ganic agreement with many of my views 
among them. It was for that reason, that my 
February 1982 proposal for a radical 
change in U.S. strategic doctrine was ad-
opted publicly by the President on March 
23, 1983. Among “normal” Americans, 
whether industrial entrepreneurs, farmers, 
industrial operatives, military profession-
als, scientific professionals, or the majority 
of relatively deprived minorities, there is a 
general agreement in philosophical-politi-
cal world-outlook, which converges upon 
my own views.

My chief “political difficulties” in deal-
ing with such “normal Americans,” are of 
two classes. First, the U.S. population is 
fragmented by attachments to conflicting 
sorts of shallow minded “ideological reci-
pes”—such as the “balanced budget” in-
sanity presently gripping the attention of the U.S. Con-
gress. Second, “normal Americans” are wedded to a 
special kind of moral corruption in political life, called 
“pragmatism.” I include a copy of the October 1985 
edition of the periodical, The Campaigner, with em-
phasis on the publication of Mr. Webster Tarpley’s Jan-
uary 13, 1985 address on the “American Ideology” in 
that location.

Each of the nations of the Americas and Europe are 
dominated by rather distinct “national ideologies,” par-
alleling the “American Ideology” as described by Mr. 
Tarpley. The most essential feature common among 
these otherwise rather distinct “ideologies,” is that they 
reflect the efforts of populations divided between es-
sentially two opposing philosophical world outlooks, to 

find a pragmatic accommodation between their forces 
in matters of the day-to-day life of the nation.

The philosophical current to which I adhere, is the 
republican current, as typified by Plato, St. Augustine, 
Alcuin, Dante Alighieri, Nicholas of Cusa, Leonardo, 
Kepler, Leibniz, Benjamin Franklin, and Friedrich 
Schiller. This was also the current of the nineteenth-
century American Whigs (Henry Clay, James Fenimore 
Cooper, the Careys [Matthew and his son Henry C. 
Carey], Abraham Lincoln, and the 1815-1830 interna-
tional faction led by the Marquis de Lafayette). This is 
a philosophical current in physical science (Cusa, 
Leonardo, Kepler, Leibniz, Carnot, Gauss, Riemann), 
as well as in principles of statecraft more generally. In 
science, this faction is opposed to Francis Bacon, 

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, portrayed by 
Johann Friedrich Wentzel.

Leonardo da Vinci

Johannes Kepler

Nicholas of Cusa
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Newton, Laplace, Cauchy, Clausius, Kelvin, Helm-
holtz, Rayleigh, Boltzmann, and the modern positiv-
ists.

Against this background, the question of the eco-
nomic impact of SDI-related technologies can not be 
separated from four particular issues, assorted among 
two categories of general area of inquiry.

The first area to be considered, is: the issues of phys-
ical science, as they may be located as issues internal to 
western european culture:

1. The two axiomatically irreconcilable conceptions 
of political-economy, corresponding, respectively, to 
the two opposing currents within the recent 2,500 years 
of european culture.

2. Two axiomatically irreconcilable conceptions of 
“scientific method,” each corresponding to one of the 
two principal, mutually exclusive, philosophical out-
looks characteristic of european culture.

The third and fourth particular topics, fall under the 
category of interactions between european and (for ex-
ample) Asian cultures:

3. The question, whether the distinctions between 
european and Asian (for example) cultures are relative 
or absolute. The corollary proposition is: do the cul-
tures of Europe and Asia have some common root, 
either an historically explicit common origin, or at least 
an axiomatically convergent type of common basis?

4. The implications of the so-called “New Yalta” 
pact, for evolutionary redivision of the political map of 
the world, between the Soviet and Anglo-American es-
tablishments: the use of “nuclear deterrence” as a lever 
for crisis-management-directed evolution of a single 
world-wide imperial confederation of satrapies, as a 
new sort of utopia, a new sort of “global Pax Romana.”

On the latter, fourth point: shall we permit this “New 
Yalta” scheme to continue its course, or shall we re-
verse present trends, and bring into being a world order 
based upon political equality of members of a family of 
sovereign nation-states? As I embedded this axiomati-
cally in my design of the proposed new strategic doc-
trine for the U.S.A., SDI threatens the continuation of 
“nuclear deterrence,” and therefore threatens the “New 
Yalta” imperial scheme at the root.

I summarize the two categories of subject-areas, 
and the four points, seriatim. I then summarize the 
common characteristic of the four points, and, finally, 
situate the formulation of the causal connection be-
tween science and economic growth within that context 
summarily described.

Categorical Area ‘A’:

European Science & 
Political-Economy

Among the German-language specialists in China, 
there is an important circle knowledgeable of Schiller, 
the Weimar Classic, and the Leibniz-Gauss-Humboldt 
Göttingen-Freiburg tradition. More recently, the princi-
pal channels of european cultural contact of China’s 
academic professionals, are dominated by Anglo-
American universities and by the professional commu-
nities associated with those universities.

I am less poorly situated to estimate the important 
question, how China’s professionals have assessed the 
echoes of these same methodological issues of euro-
pean thought within Soviet society.

Historically, since Peter the Great and the establish-
ment of the Leibnizian Petrograd Academy, there has 

Francis Bacon Isaac Newton, painted by 
Godfrey Kneller.
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been a persisting and important ele-
ment of the Leibniz-Gauss heritage 
in Russian science. This was 
strengthened by the influence of 
Pasteur Institute-trained Rieman-
nian, Academician Vernadsky, and 
was strengthened afresh, as the in-
direct influence of Prandtl and 
Busemann, by Soviet recruitment 
of thousands of Peenemünde aero-
space veterans for the Soviet nu-
clear and aerospace programs. His-
torically, in Czarist Russia into the 
Soviet period, Petrograd-Leningrad 
was the bastion of true physical sci-
ence in Russia, and Moscow the 
bastion of the d’Alembert-Laplace-
Cauchy-et al., opposing (French) 
faction.

The work of Parvus’s N. Bukha-
rin, G. Ryazanov, et al., on shaping 
the Soviet doctrine of “diamat,” 
tended to strengthen the position of 
the “French-Viennese positivist” 
faction, to the disadvantage of the 
“Petrograd tradition.” Hence, the 
best Soviet scientific work in 
plasma physics and biology today, 
“walks along the brink of method-
ological dissidence” (relative to 
“diamat”).

China’s professionals must have seen symptoms of 
this shadowy methodological conflict within Soviet 
scientific practice, but I have no indications that Chi-
na’s professionals might have extended such observa-
tions, in analysis of the deeper, axiomatic and histori-
cal, implications of this shadowy methodological 
conflict within Soviet professionals’ ranks.

Since 1982, in particular, I have contributed signifi-
cantly to intensifying attention given to the Soviet side 
of this methodological issue.

During the period, February 1982 into March 1983, 
I presented my proposal for U.S. SDI to relevant Soviet 
channels (naturally, with the knowledge of relevant cir-
cles of my own nation), in the hope that Moscow would 
accept the kind of change in strategic relations which 
the President later offered to the Soviets in the close of 
his March 23, 1983 address Moscow agreed with the 
objective feasibility of the proposed change in strategic 

doctrine (and relationships), but re-
jected the offer bitterly, on the 
grounds that, were the U.S. to mo-
bilize itself for development of 
such strategic ballistic missile de-
fense based upon “new physical 
principles,” the U.S. economy 
would rapidly overtake and surpass 
the Soviets through the U.S.’s 
greater ability to assimilate new 
military technologies rapidly into 
the civilian economy. I responded 
to this Soviet objection, by pointing 
out certain of the more obvious rea-
sons Soviet industrial management 
virtually sabotaged efforts to intro-
duce technological improvements 
into civilian-sector production, and 
argued that if this correctable prob-
lem of Soviet industrial manage-
ment were addressed, the practical 
basis for their objecting to the U.S. 
SDI proposal would be removed.

I must admit that the Andropov-
Ogarkov-Gorbachev stratum has 
acted to correct the problem I iden-
tified. However, they cannot suc-
ceed in their current efforts to 
change qualitatively Soviet indus-
trial management practice, unless 
they emphasize the Leibniz-Gauss-

Riemann tradition, to the disadvantage of the Des-
cartes-Laplace-Cauchy faction. Nor, can the U.S.A. 
and western Europe implement the SDI effectively, 
without resuming notions of economic policy consis-
tent with the standpoint of Colbert, Leibniz, and the 
Hamilton-Carey-List American System of political-
economy generally.

1. 
European Political-Economy

Implicitly, european political-economy begins with 
Charlemagne’s founding of a new political order. Lead-
ing features include Charlemagne’s famous census, and 
his scheme for developing the economy of Europe 
through construction of a system of canals, the latter 
including the yet-to-be-completed Rhein-Main-Dan-
ube canal-system. Modern european political-economy 
proper, began five centuries after Charlemagne, with 

Charlemagne, painted by Albrecht Dürer.
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the collaboration between George Gemistus (Plethon) 
and Cosimo de Medici at Florence.

There were two, overlapping circumstances respon-
sible for the founding of the principles of national polit-
ical-economy during the Golden Renaissance.

First, Dante Alighieri had already proposed the re-
placement of supranational government by a system of 
sovereign nation-state republics, as in his famous De 
Monarchia. Self-government required that a people 
united by use of a common form of 
literate language constitute a sov-
ereign republic. These states 
would be sovereign on condition 
that each and all adopted equality 
of states and persons under a uni-
versal natural law (as “natural 
law” is defined by Nicholas of 
Cusa, Leibniz, et al., for example).

Second, the alliance of conve-
nience between the insurgent Ot-
tomans and Venice, threatened the 
imminent Ottoman conquest of 
Paleologue Greece and the over-
running of western Europe. 
Plethon had already proposed to 
the Paleologues a program of eco-
nomic development and popula-
tion-growth, as the sole means for 
affording Constantinople the eco-
nomic-strategic strength in depth 
needed for defense. Plethon re-
stated and expanded this proposal 
for Cosimo de Medici. These two 
letters of Plethon’s, already 
embody comprehension of politi-
cal-economy more advanced, and 
more rigorous, than anything to be found in the 
Physiocrats, Adam Smith, or David Ricardo.

These developments overlapped the leading influ-
ence of the young Nicolaus of Cusa’s 1431 Concordan-
tia Catholica, in which is delineated a universal order 
of law governing the establishment of a concord of sov-
ereign nation-state republics. The pivotal development, 
combining all these and related efforts into a single pol-
icy-thrust, was the 1439-1440 Council of Florence, es-
tablishing the ecumenical alliance of western Europe 
with Paleologue Greece.

The correlated feature of these developments, was 
that Plethon delivered to Cosimo a library of the Greek 

writings of Plato, Archimedes, and others. Many sets of 
copies of these documents were transcribed under the 
sponsorship of Cosimo, and distributed throughout 
Europe. European thinkers assimilated this revival of 
classical Greek scientific knowledge from the stand-
point already established by St. Augustine’s writings. 
On this basis, Cosimo founded the Academy at Flor-
ence, on the model of Plato’s Academy—just as Gott-
fried Leibniz later established the network of acade-

mies including those whose 
conspiratorial efforts created both 
the American Revolution and the 
introduction of the 1809-1814 re-
publican reforms of Prussia by the 
circles of Friedrich Schiller.

From the fifteenth-century be-
ginnings of modern national polit-
ical-economy, the ideas of national 
economy and scientific technolog-
ical progress were inseparable. 
The principles of scientific prog-
ress were established by Nicholas 
of Cusa, beginning his 1440 De 
Docta Ignorantia. The elaboration 
of these principles into a self-un-
folding set of interdependent ad-
vances in fundamental scientific 
research and technological prog-
ress, was set into motion by the 
collaboration between Luca Paci-
oli and Leonardo da Vinci.

The notion of “political-econ-
omy” congruent with the idea of 
national economy, is therefore a 
conception no older than about 
450 years. It is originally a product 

of developments within western european culture, and 
came into existence as a leading feature of a revolution-
ary transformation in european culture approximately 
450 years ago. Excepting pioneering, but aborted de-
velopments of aspects of national economy in fifteenth 
century Florence, the first modern nation-state was the 
creation of France out of a collection of fragments, by 
King Louis XI, and the second modern nation-state the 
Tudor England established under the guiding influence 
of the Erasmian representatives of the Golden Renais-
sance.

Obviously, the scientifically adducible principles of 
modern national economy are very, very ancient, since 

Dante Alighieri, portrayed by Andrea del 
Castagno.
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they are principles which flow from the nature of con-
scious life within the universe as a whole. Accordingly, 
even from pre-history, we can rightly adduce elements 
of social practice which anticipate aspects of the insti-
tutions of national economy. However, national econ-
omy as institutionalized behavior of society, was a cre-
ation of the european Golden Renaissance. So, although 
national economy ultimately reflects the general laws 
of the universe, all that is specific to a science of na-
tional economy pertains to the special laws of internal 
behavior of a variety of institutions which did not exist 
prior to the Golden Renaissance.

National economy rejects axiomatically, any as-
sumption to the effect that the cultural needs and mental 
potentials of human individuals vary in any way ac-
cording to ethnographical differences. We all live in the 
same universe, which has the same laws throughout; 
the essential distinction which places mankind above 
the beasts, is the same for all people; experience has 
corroborated the fact, that any person of any ethno-
graphical background, afforded equal opportunities of 
material life and mental development, will tend to be as 
fecundly creative as a similarly placed person of other 
ethnographical distinctions.

Ethnically, the United States, and the states of the 
Americas generally, are a blending of numerous ethno-
graphical backgrounds. The Germans sharing modern 
“new high German,” are ethnically a mixture of many 
branches of the populations which occupied Europe 
through migrations from Central Asia. The speakers of 
French, Spanish, Italian, and so forth, in western 
Europe, constitute “nationalities” which are blind to 
ethnographical differentia by definition of law.

It is only in portions of Europe and the Mediterra-
nean littoral generally, which carry forward the relics of 
Byzantine culture, that the idea of “nation” as equiva-
lent to race, religious profession, or other “ethnograph-
ical” distinction, persists as a generally accepted notion. 
In this respect, modern “Zionism,” for example, is an 
anti-european, asiatic idea. It is notable, that “ethnogra-
phy = anthropology” was a creation of a Swiss con-
trolled current in France during the middle of the nine-
teenth century, the first of the so-called “new (social) 
sciences” engendered by the nineteenth-century spread 
of Franco-Swiss positivism. “Ethnography” and 
modern european culture are contradictions in terms.

The first known surviving traces of the root-idea of 
the Golden Renaissance are found during the sixth and 
fifth centuries B.C., in both Panini’s Sanskrit philology 

and the developments around the Ionian city-state re-
publics and Athens.

The earlier, Egyptian and central Asian roots of the 
relevant contributions of Panini and the classical Greeks 
are buried in pre-history. The effort by Charlemagne et 
al. to establish a new form of society based on medieval 
Latin, is a more immediate precedent for what devel-
oped under the Golden Renaissance. Yet, these earlier 
developments are but forerunners of a very distinct rev-
olution in notions of the institutions of society estab-
lished by the Golden Renaissance.

The kernel of the revolutionary idea leading into the 
Golden Renaissance’s establishment of the modern eu-
ropean notion of sovereign nation-state, is Dante Aligh-
ieri’s principle: that the use of an administrative medi-
eval Latin had contributed to the propagation of popular 
language as a collection of brutish local dialects, and 
thus to fostering of the brutish conditions of people 
generally. The transformation of brutish dialects into 
literate forms of language, consistent with (in fact) Pa-
nini’s principles and the principles of the highest degree 
of development of classical Greek (e.g., Plato’s Greek), 
must impart to all of the people what the poet Shelley 
described as the “power of imparting and receiving the 
most profound and impassioned conceptions respecting 
man and nature.” The sharing of moral and scientific 
conceptions, through the medium of such a literate 
form of language, combined with self-government by 
the speakers of such a literate form of language, is the 
essence of the Golden Renaissance conception of the 
sovereign nation-state republic.

The premise of the sovereign nation-state republic 

Department of Posts, India
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is the development of that which is exemplified 
by the creative scientific potential of the individ-
ual personality.

Scientific discoveries (rigorous hypotheses) 
are products of individual minds, and are, at the 
same time, the individual’s contribution to the 
benefit of all humanity. Although every such dis-
covery is potentially obsolete, it itself contrib-
utes to the possibility of its successor. Hence, the 
essence of scientific progress is not the individ-
ual discovery as such, but rather the act of indi-
vidual discovery as a contribution to advance-
ment of a continuing process of advancement of 
mankind’s mastery of the lawful composition of 
the universe.

The essential function of society, is, sever-
ally, to develop this kind of potential in all young mem-
bers of the nation, to afford the individual the opportu-
nity to contribute the benefit of that developed potential 
in some useful way, and to defend the durability of the 
benefit created by the individual, to the advantage of 
present and future generations.

Although scientific and technological progress are 
the exemplification of this process, the work of Pacioli 
and Leonardo, of the school of Raphael, and the argu-
ment against Kant in Friedrich Schiller’s Aesthetical 
Letters, illustrate the point, that, for Golden Renais-
sance humanism, progress in scientific truth and prog-
ress in the creation and celebration of beauty are not 
merely equally necessary, complementary activities, 
but that the creation of truth and the creation of beauty, 
are activities drawing upon one and the same indivisi-
ble faculty of the individual’s potential for creative 
reason.

At first glance, the functions assigned to a rational 
practice of national economy, are twofold.

To develop the potential of the individual, requires 
producing the material conditions of individual life 
necessary to such development. If we are to maintain a 
school-leaving age of between 18 and 25 years, neces-
sary for modern technology, we must have high rates of 
longevity and health, into approximately the seventieth 
year of individual life for members of the labor-force, 
which means average life-expectancies reaching to, 
and beyond, the eightieth year of life. To achieve such 
demographic goals, means adequate nutrition and sani-
tation, and a shift away from those forms of labor-inten-
sive toil which are a leading contributing cause for early 
death among those over forty years of age, in societies 

characterized by labor-intensity. This merely illustrates 
the general nature of the correlation between potential 
development of the individual and material conditions 
of life.

This progress in the human condition is not possible 
without technological progress. In a so-called “hunting 
and gathering mode,” approximately 10 square kilome-
ters are required per person. This would signify a world 
population of approximately 10 millions as an upper 
limit, with life-expectancies substantially lower than 20 
years of age. Technological progress has increased the 
potential relative population-density by approximately 
three orders of magnitude, while making possible the 
levels of longevity and productivity necessary to an 
18-to-25-years school-leaving-age modality.

The second aspect of rational national economy’s 
benefit, is fairly described as “moral.” Whenever man 
engages in labor-intensive toil, in the fashion of his 
father and grandfather before him, man mimics the 
lower beasts, whose range of behavior is fixed as if ge-
netically. It is the self-development of man’s behavior, 
to the effect of changes which progressively increase 
man’s power over nature, which distinguishes men 
above beasts; it is the activity responsible for this pro-
gressive self-development, which is appropriately 
human activity.

It happens, that in any fixed level of technology, 
there is a marginal depletion of some of the essential 
natural resources upon which that mode of production 
depends. Hence, in a society based upon a fixed tech-
nology, the productive powers of labor must fall, lead-
ing to either periodic or terminal catastrophes in the 
form of famine, epidemic, and so forth. Thus, repetitive 

Friedrich Schiller
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labor at a fixed level of technology does not represent 
the source of value of labor; the value of labor is ex-
pressed by those creative mental potentials through 
which technological progress is discovered and effi-
ciently assimilated by the productive process. It is the 
aspect of labor which encompasses progressive techno-
logical innovation, which is the essence of the eco-
nomic value of labor.

So, twofoldly, technological progress is indispens-
able to production of the material preconditions of 
human life, and only production organized according to 
the principle of technological progress affords to labor 
a form of existence which is consistent with man’s su-
periority to the beasts.

This implicitly poses the question: Is material prog-
ress the primary purpose of production, and advance-
ment in scientific truth and beauty merely a necessary 
by-product of that progress? Or, is material progress 
merely the indispensable means for development of 
that individual faculty of creative reason from which 
scientific truth and beauty flow? I propose, that truth 
and beauty are the primary goal, and technological 
progress merely the necessary means by which the pri-
mary goals are advanced. My standpoint is that of the 
Golden Renaissance, of Cusa and Leonardo most nota-
bly, as of Leibniz, Schiller, and so forth, after them.

In this view of the relationship among technological 
progress, truth, and beauty, is encapsulated the essence 
of the Golden Renaissance’s notion of a rational order-
ing of national economy, and the broader notions of 
statecraft under which the idea of national economy is 
subsumed.

A Short History of Political-Economy
The first modern nation-state, committed to these 

principles, was the France reconstructed by Louis XI. 
Louis approximately doubled the per-capita national 
income of France during his reign, and established the 
pattern which made France the world’s leader in sci-
ence and development of industry into 1815. (The idea 
of British eighteenth-century leadership in develop-
ment of science and industry, is a false legend, made 
possible by the nineteenth century power of the British 
Empire and the Anglo-Americans’ domination of twen-
tieth century myth-making. The documents and statis-
tics from the seventeenth into the nineteenth century 
are ample, and conclusive on this point of historiogra-
phy.) Tudor England was the second of the modern 
form of nation-state; but from the crisis-period of 1589-

1603, and under the later Stuarts and their successors, 
Britain reverted to the Roman imperial model of state-
philosophy, and prevailing preference for the rentier-
finance model of economy, such that into the present 
century, France, and later Germany, were the world’s 
leaders in technological progress.

The integration of science and technological prog-
ress, as projected by Cosimo de Medici’s Florence, was 
established beginning the 1480s, by the collaboration 
between Luca Pacioli and Leonardo da Vinci at Milan. 
The application of Nicholas of Cusa’s discoveries in 
scientific method, produced the elaboration of what we 
call today “synthetic geometry,” by Pacioli and da 
Vinci. Out of this, Pacioli and da Vinci established the 
science of biology, in the direction of the emphasis on 
optical biophysics associated with Pasteur and Pas-
teur’s students among contemporary U.S.A., european, 
and Soviet optical biophysicists (“non-linear spectros-
copy”). In accord with the same geometrical method, 
Leonardo developed hydrodynamics in the direction 

Studies of water in motion by Leonardo da Vinci, c. 1508-9.
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realized by Riemann, Prandtl, et 
al., and, in this context, devel-
oped a general doctrine of the 
finite speed of light, and of the 
waveform of all radiation of 
energy consistent with the later 
work of Gauss, the Webers, 
Dirichlet, Weierstrass, Riemann, 
et al. Within this context of geo-
metrically defined hydrodynam-
ics, Leonardo developed the 
principles of design of machin-
ery (polytechnique) up to the 
point the principles of powered 
machinery were later elaborated 
by Gottfried Leibniz, and Leib-
niz’s work given elaboration by 
Lazare Carnot and the French 
École Polytechnique under Gas-
pard Monge.

The notions of technology 
and national economy, as de-
fined by the work of Leonardo, were elaborated at 
Naples and elsewhere under the rubric of 
“cameralism”(statecraft). These sixteenth century no-
tions reached their highest form of expression under the 
great French minister, Jean-Baptiste Colbert. Gottfried 
Leibniz, beginning his short treatise of 1671, “Society 
& Economy,” transformed “cameralism” into a true 
economic science, as a byproduct of his 1672-1676 dis-
covery of the form of differential calculus earlier speci-
fied by Johannes Kepler.

The kernel of Leibniz’s discovery of the principles 
of an economic science, is elaborated in my 1984 ele-
mentary textbook, So, You Wish To Learn All About 
Economics? Since I forward a copy of that text to ac-
company transmission of this letter, the following sum-
mary is sufficient here.

Leibniz’s point of departure, was study of the rela-
tionship between the increase of power supplied to a 
machine, and increase of the productive powers of 
labor of the machine’s operator. This situates the cru-
cial sort of special case, in which two machines may 
be, hypothetically, powered by the same amount of 
coal’s combustion per hour, but the output of the one is 
greater than that of the other, if both machines are used 
by the same operator. In this crucial case, the differ-
ence in performance of the machines can be attributed 
only to differences in the internal organization of the 

machine. This notion of internal 
organization of machines is the 
rigorous notion of “polytech-
nique,” or, the term passed on to 
us through German usage, 
“technology.”

The combination of the ideas 
of state credit, passed to the 
Americans by the Tudor econo-
mists and Colbert, with the in-
fluence of Leibniz’s discovery 
of principles of physical econ-
omy, formed the political-eco-
nomic ideas of Benjamin Frank-
lin, and, established, in turn, 
U.S. Treasury Secretary Alexan-
der Hamilton’s “American 
System of political-economy.” 
Up to 1815, the eighteenth-cen-
tury elaboration of Leibniz’s 
economic science by Americans 
was paralleled chiefly in France 

and Prussia. In France, this development was centered 
around Lazare Carnot and Monge’s École Polytech-
nique, featuring such leading economists as Chaptal, 
Ferrier, and Dupin. In Germany, Leibniz’s physical 
economy was taught under the cameralism curriculum 
(into the early nineteenth century), notably including 
Göttingen and the Freiburg center at which Alexander 
von Humboldt was educated. Following the triumph of 
feudal reaction at the 1815 Treaty of Vienna, the three—
American, French, and German—currents of economic 
science were fused, under the catalytic direction of Gil-
bert Marquis de Lafayette, then the head of the Ameri-
can Society of the Cincinnati. This fusion of the work of 
the three currents became the enriched American 
System of political-economy adopted by the American 
Whig leaders through Abraham Lincoln and Henry C. 
Carey. It was this economic science which was intro-
duced to Japan’s Meiji Restoration by the American 
Whig collaborators with that Restoration, over the re-
sistance of the already strong British opposition to such 
economic development of Japan at that time.

A valid form of English political-economy devel-
oped during the sixteenth century, but this current was 
crushed in Britain by the 1603 Stuart accession and 
1660 Restoration. Tudor political-economic concep-
tions were confined to the American colonies and to the 
factional circles around Leibniz’s ally, Johnathan Swift, 

Jean-Baptiste Colbert, in a portrait by Philippe de 
Champaigne, 1655.
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in England, Ireland, and 
Scotland. Excepting the case 
of the last portion of Queen 
Anne’s reign, the Stuart, 
Orange, and Hanoverian 
monarchy, was dominated, 
first, by the simple rentier-fi-
nancier dogmas of Bank of 
England founder William 
Petty. Formal political-econ-
omy was introduced to Eng-
land by Petty’s grandson, the 
second Earl of Shelburne, 
beginning 1763. Shelburne 
assigned Adam Smith to 
study under the physiocrats, 
including Quesnay, in France 
and Geneva, leading to 
Smith’s famous plagiarism 
of the work of A.M. Turgot, 
The Wealth of Nations, the 
latter written as a propa-
ganda tract defending the 
policies of the British East 
India Company in the opium-
trade and the colonial poli-
cies against the Americas.

In strict fact, the leading issue of the American Rev-
olution was the Americans’ rejection of the political-
economy of Smith’s The Wealth of Nations.

Henry C. Carey rightly emphasized, that the British 
economy was not a capitalist economy, but was, rather, 
a “mixed” capitalist-feudalist economy, with the feu-
dalist element of rentier-finance economically and po-
litically dominant. Whereas “cameralism” had defined 
political-economy as a matter of development of the 
productive powers of labor, and fostering of those in-
vestments essential to technological progress, Swiss, 
physiocratic, and British political-economy opposed 
this policy of fostering technological progress, and de-
manded that the feudal rentier-finance interest be domi-
nant.

By “feudal,” used in such a context, one ought to 
signify an alliance between the Venetian financier-no-
bility and those aristocratic houses of Europe based on 
ground-rent income. From approximately the eleventh 
century A.D., as Venice became, first, the center of Byz-
antine power in the West, and later the successor to 
Constantinople, the spread of the Venetian practice of 

“Lombard banking” transformed 
the feudal ground-rent relations 
into debt-service obligations of 
the major and lesser potentates of 
Europe. The role of the Bardi and 
Peruzzi in causing the “new dark 
age” of the fourteenth century, is 
the exemplar of this transforma-
tion of feudalism into rentier-fi-

nance feudalism.
It was the collapse of the economy and dominant 

political institutions of most of Europe, through the 
middle of the fourteenth century, which was exploited 
by the continuing faction of Dante Alighieri, Petrarca, 
et al., to launch the Golden Renaissance as an effort to 
eradicate rentier-finance feudalism from european civi-
lization.

The history of Europe from 1401 through 1815, is as 
follows. The temporary defeat of the Ottomans, by 
Timur (Tamerlane), created both the possibility and ur-
gency of organizing both Paleologue Greece and west-
ern Europe, to defeat the inevitable next Ottoman on-
slaught. Venice regained much of the power it had lost 
to the Golden Renaissance’s forces, by allying itself 
with Moscow, Mount Athos, and the Ottomans, to de-
stroy and dismember Paleologue Greece in 1453 A.D. 
Venice’s power spread in Italy, assimilating its Genoese 
competitor, and conquering Florence, Milan, and 
Rome, during the period leading into the 1525 Habsburg 
sack of Rome. The Venetian-Genoese Levant Company 
used its combined power, to bring its puppets, the 
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Habsburgs, to power. Thus, the period from 1520 
through Mazarin’s defeat of the Habsburgs in 1653, is a 
“little new dark age” in the history of Europe. The fac-
tional forces of the Golden Renaissance, survived in 
France, in Tudor England until 1589, and in the school 
at Naples, but a feudalist reaction soon led by Venice’s 
creation of the Jesuit order, triumphed through such 
means as the Inquisition and the 1618-1648 Thirty 
Years’ War in Central Europe. The period 1653-1789 
was a general state of war in european civilization, be-
tween the France-centered republican faction and the 
powerful, Venice-centered rentier-financier faction. 
The corruption of France by Napoleon’s dynastic delu-
sions, and the triumph of feudal reaction at the 1815 
Congress of Vienna, shifted the balance of forces to the 
rentier-financier faction.

However, the fight was not yet ended. The rise of the 
Whig faction in the United States, the resurgence of the 
faction around the Humboldts in Germany, and the 
work of Cavour, Betti, et al., in Italy, typify the continu-
ation of rearguard battles for progress in science and 
political affairs through the 1860s. The events of the 
1870s, centered around the passage of the treasonous 
U.S. Specie Resumption Act and the Congress of 
Berlin, secured the triumph of the rentier-financier fac-
tion over world-economy and most of the shaping of 
world politics. This shift of the 1870s, launched what 
has become, over approximately the recent hundred 

years, a “new dark age “in euro-
pean civilization.

At the turn of the present cen-
tury, the Marxists, and others, ad-
opted the more or less Hegelian 
view, that the new international re-
lations embedded during the 
1870s, constituted the emergence 
of “imperialism” from capitalist 
development. The only Marxist to 
come near to the truth of the 
matter, was Rosa Luxemburg. The 
Marxists based their estimate on 
Marx’s erroneous insistence, that 
the British model of political-
economy, of the physiocrats, 
Smith, Malthus, Ricardo, et al., 
represented the lawful and highest 
relative form of development of 
capitalism. (Marx’s writings 
throughout, show that he was ig-

norant of the history of development of both political 
economy and of physical science, generally, and of the 
pivotal roles of Cusa, Leonardo, Kepler, the “camera-
lists,” Leibniz, Hamilton, the Careys, and Dupin, as 
well as of the work of such scientific contemporaries as 
Gauss, Riemann, et al. Marx’s attacks on the American 
System, in the form of his attacks upon List and Henry 
C. Carey, are also indicative of the nature of his false 
composition of the centuries of european civilization 
up through his own adult lifetime.)

If the history of the matter is rightly known, “impe-
rialism” is correctly, and more readily understood.

The rentier-financier interest responsible for “impe-
rialism,” explicitly modelled its utopian dogmas upon 
the models of the first Roman Empire and the new 
Roman Empire established in the East under the terms 
of the Diocletian reforms. For example, the circles 
around the British East India Company, under Shel-
burne’s leadership, explicitly set out to make Britain the 
“Third Roman Empire.” Gibbon’s study, sponsored by 
these circles, was merely one notable part of a set of 
extended studies of the old Roman Empire, conducted 
to the purpose of designing the sort of global Pax Bri-
tannica which might not collapse as had old Rome.

During the nineteenth century, under the leadership 
of the Venice-guided Acton family, and such projects 
as Ruskin’s Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, and the 
launching of the Fabian Society in the 1880s, the idea 

Jean-Baptiste Isabey, 1819
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of establishing a global Pax Britannica became in-
creasingly an obsession with the dominant elements of 
the British establishment. More generally, the entirety 
of the rentier-financier faction, to the present day, is 
dedicated to the establishment of a “Third (and perma-
nent) Roman Empire.” As part of this, that faction has 
adopted the essential features of the Diocletian Re-
forms as the model of reference for prescribing the po-
litical, economic, religious, and social composition of 
a “global society” modelled upon a byzantine sort of 
“Pax Romana.”

This notion of a “Third Roman Empire,” to replace 
a world order based on sovereign nation-states, is the 
basis for both the agreements between Moscow and the 
Liberal Establishments of the trans-Atlantic region, and 
for Moscow’s sly and brutal preparations to outwit the 
“useful fools” among its ostensible, liberal, partners in 
“global society.”

The seizure of control over debts of nations, of na-
tional banking systems, and of most of world trade, by 
the supranational rentier-financier faction, sometimes 
called “imperialism,” has meant that the practice of po-
litical-economy, both by governments and private in-
terests, has been regulated according to the terms of 
rentier-financier doctrines. The control of universities, 
of major news-media, of the leaderships of major po-
litical parties, and of entertainment media, by the rent-
ier-financier faction, has meant that the rentier-finan-
cier dogmas are presented to credulous professionals 
and the general public alike, as if those dogmas were 
the only competent version of political-economy which 
ever existed.

Hence, during this century to date, what was known 
as political-economy, from Cosimo de Medici through 
the American Whigs and Abraham Lincoln, has been 
erased from the collective memories of universities, 
professional economists, and politicians alike. Only as-
sorted varieties of monetarist doctrine are accepted as 
“economics,” in universities and among soi-disant pro-
fessionals today.

Meanwhile, the consequences of nearly a century of 
almost unchallenged rentier-financier rule, parallel 
those which developed during the hundred years follow-
ing the 1250 A.D. death of Frederick II (Hohenstaufen). 
As the Bardi and Peruzzi of the fourteenth century 
plunged Europe into a genocidal “new dark age,” so the 
contemporary “Lombard bankers,” acting out a modern 
edition of the same rentier-financier philosophy, are 
plunging the planet into another “new dark age.”

Fallacies of Monetarist Political-Economy
It is typical of this circumstance, that the U.S.A.’s 

present National Income Accounting system, devel-
oped under the direction of Harvard’s Professor Was-
sily Leontief, is purely a monetarist dogma, despite its 
pretense to include measurement of physical economy. 
The same is true of the corresponding form of measure-
ment, the Gross Domestic Product system, used by the 
UNO. For reasons internal to the principles of the 
method employed, the measurements of performance 
of the U.S.A.’s (and, other) economy, accomplished by 
such systems, are to a very large degree absurdities.

The proof that such measurements are absurd, is 
most readily adduced by summary examination of the 
historical roots of the Leontief doctrine, and of the com-
plementary doctrines of “systems analysis” defined ax-
iomatically by John von Neumann.

The attempts to devise a doctrine of physical econ-
omy consistent with rentier-finance interests, begins 
with the Jesuits’ concoction of the Physiocratic dogma. 
The essential, fundamentally false, assumption of the 
physiocratic dogma, is that physical wealth is limited to 
a fixed rate of potential “bounty of nature.” The in-
crease of mankind’s potential relative population-den-
sity, by approximately three orders of magnitude, since 
“hunting and gathering,” is adequate demonstration of 
the absurdity of the physiocratic dogma.

The notorious “Malthusian” dogma is but a varia-
tion of the physiocratic. The dogma was first elaborated 
by the Venetian Giammaria Ortes, and Ortes’ thesis was 
plagiarized by the British East India Company’s 
Thomas Malthus, at the request of Shelburne’s puppet-
Prime Minister, Pitt, as propaganda-basis for willfully 
murderous repeal of the English Poor Laws. The policy 
embedded in this dogma long antedates Ortes; it is the 
population-policy specified by the Diocletian reforms. 
Thus, the launching of the Ortes-Malthus dogma during 
the eighteenth century, and the imperialists’ unleashing 
of “neo-Malthusianism” today, are to be understood 
historically.

The introduction of the physiocratic dogma into 
Britain, through David Hume, Adam Smith, and 
Jeremy Bentham, involved a significant shift beyond 
the form given by Quesnay. Earlier, prior to 1763, David 
Hume had led a Europe-wide attack against the influ-
ence of Leibniz, most emphatically, and the principles 
of the Golden Renaissance generally. Instead of man’s 
will reshaped by scientific progress in knowledge of 
universal law, Hume avowed universal law to be un-
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knowable to man. Like his student, Adam Smith, Hume 
insisted that man knew only the impulses of his own im-
mediate and original, hedonistic, impulses (“instincts”). 
The application of this hedonistic doctrine of irrational-
ism to political-economy, by Smith and Bentham, is the 
specific distinction at the foundation of British (and pos-
itivist) political-economy to the present day.

In Smith’s doctrine of the “Invisible Hand,” Smith 
simply extended Hume’s hedonistic irrationalism, as 
Smith himself had restated this in his 1759 The Theory 
of Moral Sentiments. Man is incapable of knowing, 
Smith insisted, what might be the consequences for so-
ciety of choosing to give priority to one or another sort 
of economic investment or productive activity. By fol-
lowing his hedonistic impulses, from moment to 
moment, Smith insisted, a kind of “ergodic principle” 
causes the sum-total of such irrationalist, hedonistic 
impulses, to converge upon an optimal result for soci-
ety in general.

Smith’s hedonistic irrationalism was restated in a 
more radical version by Jeremy Bentham. Bentham 
argued that the workings of the Invisible Hand could be 
followed arithmetically by aid of a “felicific calculus.” 
This doctrine of the “felicific calculus,” was explicitly 
adopted as the primary basis for the doctrine of mar-
ginal utility, by John S. Mill, Jevons, and Marshall. A 
kindred approach was devised by the synarchist founder 
of the (fascist) Lausanne School of economics, Léon 
Walras, out of which emerged the so-called “Vienna 
School,” and the work of John von Neumann.

Later, the Fabians, as typified by Mrs. Joan Robin-

son, attempted to correct for the holes in a purely mon-
etarist sort of doctrine of “marginal utility,” by syncre-
tizing assorted bits borrowed variously from Karl Marx 
and Walras, to establish today’s “Cambridge School of 
systems analysis.”

In the U.S. today, there is a shading of difference 
between two factions of “systems analysis,” a differ-
ence celebrated by the 1950s quarrel between profes-
sors Wassily Leontief and Tjalling Koopmans. In that 
quarrel, in which I sided with Leontief on the issue de-
bated, Leontief accused the neo-positivists of the Op-
erations Research Society, around Koopmans, et al., of 
being “ivory tower” doctrinaires. In other words, Leon-
tief is, by distinction of emphasis, an inductive empiri-
cist; whereas, the radically neo-positivist varieties of 
systems analysts attempt to construct economic models 
according to a set of axioms incorporated in a radically 
axiomatic algebra. Leontief attempts to construct in-
ductive algebraic analysis of empirical relations, 
whereas the neo-positivistic radicals superimpose axi-
omatically assigned values of a “Robinson Crusoe 
model” to arrays of data.

The worst variety of “ivory tower” systems analy-
sis, is that based on the prescriptions of John von Neu-
mann. Von Neumann insisted (1938), that economic 
analysis could be performed as solutions to systems of 
linear inequalities. This means a fixed array of inputs 
and outputs, and more or less fixed constraints for the 
terms of expressions bearing upon physical economy of 
production and consumption. This is, rather transpar-
ently, the old physiocratic dogma revived.

David Hume, painted by Allan Ramsay, 
1766.

Thomas MalthusAdam Smith
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Leontief has, until recently, insisted upon employ-
ing linear methods of analysis not differing essentially 
from that of Von Neumann et al. The wide circulation 
of my own work, during 1980-1982, and the circulation 
of my 1983 observations on “non-linear spill-over ef-
fects” of SDI research, impelled Leontief to take up the 
issue of “non-linear” effects within economic pro-
cesses. The approach he adopted for this latter purpose 
was absurd, as I have indicated in the paper forwarded 
to you earlier, but at least he recognized the existence of 
the problem of “non-linearity.”

The most obvious problem of so-called conven-
tional political economy, such as the GNP system, is 
that the aggregating of Value Added makes no distinc-
tion between costs incurred as direct or indirect produc-
tion of physical goods, and wasteful and other forms of 
overhead expenses. Thus, the 1946-1985 reduction of 
the percentile of the U.S. labor-force employed in pro-
duction of goods, from over 60% to less than 25%, is 
interpreted as “economic growth,” on condition that 
Value Added amounts attributed to purely rentier 
income, plus services and administration, offset the 
losses in Value Added caused by collapse of per-capita 
physical output.

This “honest error, “embedded in the GNP and GDP 
systems, is compounded by politically motivated bu-
reaucratic falsification of statistics for employment, 
output, and inflation. The U.S. Departments of Labor 
and Commerce, the President’s Council of Economic 
Advisors, and the Federal Reserve System have been 
caught in flagrantly falsifying statistics, in order to 
appear to show a U.S. “economic recovery,” where 
none in fact existed.

It is to be stressed that the degree of falsification of 
statistics which continues in Washington, is made pos-
sible by the nature of the fallacies embedded in even an 
“honest” application of a national-income accounting 
system which is false in axiomatic conceptions.

To continue with the deeper of the relevant issues of 
political-economy, we must interpolate a summary of 
the nature of the conflict between the two axiomatically 
opposing factions of european physical science.

2. 
Two Factions in Physical Science

Modern european physical science began with the 
central of the discoveries in scientific method effected 
by Nicholas of Cusa, beginning approximately 1440 
A.D. (De Docta Ignorantia). This was prompted largely 

by Plethon’s delivery to Florence of a library of classi-
cal Greek manuscripts, including the writings of Plato 
and Archimedes. The central of Cusa’s discoveries, was 
his overturning entirely both the axiomatic structure 
and deductive method of the Ptolemaic version of Eu-
clid’s Elements. This was accomplished by Cusa’s dis-
covery of what we usually name today the isoperimet-
ric principle.

Actually, Cusa’s work was to a large degree a re-
discovery. The root of Cusa’s discovery can be adduced 
from as early as 6,000-4,000 B.C. in central Asia, in the 
internal features of the solar astronomy transmitted 
from that interval (when the equinox was in Orion). The 
issue of method, bearing upon such Vedic sources, is 
first known (today) to have been posed by the Sanskrit 
philologist Panini, about 500 B.C.

Panini insisted, correctly, that the root of all lan-
guage lies in the transitive verb, rather than the noun. 
Human perception does not know “things” as such; we 
know only transformations in physical space-time, or 
the lack of transformation in such space-time. Hence, 
the irreducible, or “self-evident” form of existence in 
physical space-time, can not be a “self-evident thing,” 
such as an hypothetical point or a postulated straight 
line between two points. Irreducible existence must be 
in the form of an interval of action, not any axiomatic 
“thing.”

Cusa showed that the only irreducible form of exis-
tence in physical-space-time, is circular action, as cir-
cular action is defined isoperimetrically (as the mini-
mum line or surface enclosing a maximum area or 
volume): hence, Cusa termed this his “Maximum-Min-
imum Principle.” This discovery Cusa himself attri-
butes to a thorough reworking of Archimedes’ treat-
ment of the problem of quadrature of the circle. Circular 
action upon circular action, is thus the irreducible form 
of existence in physical space-time.

Circular action upon circular action, suffices to 
create the singularities called points and lines. Hence, 
points and lines between points are not axiomatic exis-
tences, but are constructed existences, derived from 
multiply-connected circular action. As Pacioli, Euler, 
Steiner, et al., have shown, we can construct the en-
tirety of Euclidean space by means of a synthetic (con-
structive) geometry, which requires no axiom, and no 
deductive method, excepting circular action upon cir-
cular action.

Although Cusa did specify the solar hypothesis later 
reworked by Kepler as the foundation of mathematical 
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physics, the solar hypothesis as such is by no means 
original to the fifteenth century. It occurs in the Parad-
iso canticle of Dante’s Divina Commedia, a century 
earlier. The ancient astronomy of central Asia, as trans-
mitted by Vedic hymns, is indisputably a solar astron-
omy. Prior to Ptolemy, Greek astronomy was a solar 
astronomy; Plato’s method would require a solar as-
tronomy. The importance for science of Cusa’s solar 
hypothesis lies in Cusa’s grasp of the practical impor-
tance of that isoperimetric principle from which his 
solar hypothesis and his spherical harmonics are de-
rived.

The elaboration of Cusa’s scientific method was 
conducted chiefly by Pacioli and da Vinci. Pacioli pre-
figured the more rigorous work of Euler, in construct-
ing a proof that, in Euclidean space, only five regular 
polyhedra can be constructed. Since four of these five 
are derived by construction from the one, the dodecahe-
dron, it is the dodecahedron’s construction which re-
flects directly the self-boundedness of constructability 
in Euclidean space. Hence, the Golden Section ex-
presses most succinctly the limits of constructability in 
Euclidean space. It was the application of this elabora-
tion of Cusa’s principles by Pacioli and da Vinci, which 
afforded to da Vinci the entirety of his approach to sci-
entific work: hydrodynamics, biology, wave propaga-
tion, spherical projective geometry, machinery, and so 
forth.

The most crucial of da Vinci’s principles, is his and 
Pacioli’s demonstration, that living processes are dis-
tinguished essentially from non-living, by the fact that 
the harmonics of morphology of growth and deter-
mined function of living processes is congruent with 

the Golden Section. After Kepler’s work, and espe-
cially the work of Gauss et al., we must add a qualifica-
tion. Excepting the maximum and minimal extremes of 
astrophysics and microphysics, all processes which are 
harmonically congruent with the Golden Section, are 
either living processes or artifacts of living processes. 
Indeed, healthy economic processes are characterized 
metrically by harmonic congruence with the Golden 
Section.

As Kepler indicates in his Harmonices Mundi, his 
construction of mathematical physics is derived from 
the preceding work of Cusa and da Vinci. By examining 
the internal features of Kepler’s work, these two are the 
principal predecessors to which all of Kepler’s own 
work refers most essentially. The chief debt Kepler 
owes to a contemporary, is to the De Magnete of Wil-
liam Gilbert, a work which is also derived from the line 
of inquiry elaborated by da Vinci.

In the spectroscopy of biological processes, most 
emphatically, the most essential fact is that these pro-
cesses are characterized by an array of accessible states, 
corresponding to wave-lengths. Each such state is a 
metastable state of relatively maximum entropy for that 
condition, better described as a least-action state for the 
specification that the radiation is coherent. This is also 
the significance of the Keplerian orbits. By demanding, 
according to Cusa’s and da Vinci’s principles, that plan-
etary orbits (seen as projected into a Euclidean mani-
fold) are least-action pathways only if they conform to 
harmonic relations determined by the Golden Section, 
the beginnings of Kepler’s mathematical physics is de-
fined.

Why the orbits are elliptic, rather than circular, 

CC0/Drummyfish
“In Euclidean space, only five regular polyhedra 
(the five Platonic solids) can be constructed, 
reflecting the self-boundedness of 
constructability in Euclidean space.”

a) circular action b) double self-re�exive
 circular action

c) triply self-re�exive
 circular action

“Circular action upon circular action, suffices to create the singularities 
called points and lines. Hence, points and lines between points are not 
axiomatic existences, but constructed existences, derived from multiply-
connected circular action.”
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could be understood only after the 
work of Gauss. Gauss and his col-
laborators showed that physical 
space-time is not located within 
the confines of the Euclidean 
manifold, but in a higher-order 
manifold, the Gaussian complex 
domain. Hence, the relations pro-
jected as images into the Euclid-
ean manifold, pertain to ontologi-
cal relations which exist actually 
only in the higher order complex 
domain. Yet, without yet under-
standing this aspect of the matter, 
Kepler’s rigorous adherence to 
his principle of construction, en-
abled him to reach an approxi-
mate solution to the problem of 
the elliptic orbits.

Kepler’s flaw in this respect, 
was his education in music by the father of Galileo Gal-
ilei. Kepler chose a musical scale which is not the well-
tempered scale, and therefore is not consistent with the 
harmonics determined by the Gaussian manifold, 
except respecting the relationship of the fifth to the 
Golden Section. By requiring that the harmonic ratios 
of the elliptic orbital velocities conform to the primary 
musical-scale relationships, Kepler specified approxi-
mately that the principle of the Golden Section must 
govern the elliptic orbits.

From this, Kepler derived his three universal laws 
of mathematical physics.

You and your colleagues probably know that 
Newton never discovered a differential calculus. The 
first paper on the differential calculus was presented by 
Leibniz to his Paris printer in 1676. The details of Leib-
niz’s elaboration of that calculus, during the Paris inter-
val, 1671-1676, repose as numerous pages of working-
papers, in the Hanover archive. The efforts of the 
London Royal Society to plagiarize Leibniz, probably 
done chiefly by Hooke, not putative author Newton, re-
sulted merely in an extension of previously extant work 
on indefinitely extended algebraic series, a matter 
which has no proper connection to those principles of a 
differential calculus as specified by Kepler and Pascal, 
before Leibniz.

The idea of a differential calculus is a conception pe-
culiar to constructive (synthetic) geometry. That is, such 
as multiply-connected circular action generates points 

and lines connecting points, so all 
of the singularities of Euclidean 
geometry (points, lines, surfaces, 
solids) are generated. Countabil-
ity, ordinal-number relationships, 
are products of geometric con-
struction based upon nothing 
but multiply-connected circular 
action. Pascal’s efforts to elabo-
rate this notion of enumerability, 
in the working papers employed 
by Leibniz, already address the 
problem of enumerability, long 
before Georg Cantor’s work de-
riving number-orderings from 
Riemannian-Weierstrassian geo-
metric (trigonometric) construc-
tions. From the standpoint of syn-
thetic geometry, the meaning of 
the calculus, and its putatively de-

ductive operations, is immediately clear.
This history of the calculus bears directly on Leib-

niz’s establishment of economic science.
The question of measuring the internal organization 

of heat-powered machines, to the purpose of measuring 
relative technologies, must reduce to a problem of the 
principle of least action. Let the action supplied to the 
machine be measured as peripheral displacement of ro-
tation, and the work accomplished by the action, the 
area subtended by that amount of rotation. Then, the 
action has a value no greater than the minimal amount 
of action required to accomplish the same work: the 
isoperimetric principle. The entirety of Leibniz’s elabo-
ration of a principle of least action, is derived in these 
terms of reference.

Put aside the differences between machines attribut-
able to relative efficiency, of the ratio of action supplied 
to the least action required for the work effected. 
Assume that two machines of different levels of tech-
nology each have the same efficiency of this sort. Then, 
for machines hypothetically consuming the same 
energy, but with different technologies, the differences 
reduce to differences in energy-flux density of effort 
applied to production.

The uniform (least action) process of increase of 
energy-flux density, is expressed by a conic self-simi-
lar-spiral action, analogous to a uniformly self-similar 
rate of increase or decrease of wavelength of coherent 
radiation. In other words, the displacement effected by 

Johann Carl Friedrich Gauss, by Christian 
Albrecht Jensen.
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isoperimetric action remains constant, but the 
density of such action per unit of area increases 
self-similarly.

In measuring different economies, with differ-
ing levels of per-capita physical output (technolo-
gies), we make the following measurements (see 
the textbook, So, You Wish To Learn All About 
Economics?).  Measure, first, the relative popula-
tion-density (per-unit-area). We correlate this 
with, first, total (usable) energy-throughput per 
unit of relative population-density, and, second, 
the relative energy-flux density of the modes of 
production employed.

For example, it is most desirable today, to in-
crease the modal temperature of primary produc-
tion to levels above the boiling-point of tungsten. 
We wish to reduce any material to a plasma state, 
organize this plasma in an appropriate form of 
electromagnetic regime, perform isotope separa-
tion, and so forth. By controlling the process of 
“condensation,” in the proper electromagnetic regime, 
we shall be able to synthesize ceramics of desired para-
crystalline structures, while, at the same time, surpass-
ing, in technology and in economy, all visible limits to 
“natural resources.” We can secure such temperatures 
more readily through controlled thermonuclear fusion, 
and by powerful laser and particle-beam radiation in 
very high frequencies, with the gamma-ray portion of 
the spectrum most attractive to us.

Looking backward from such an imminently achiev-
able sort of new technology, toward man’s progress 
from the modes of simple “hunting and gathering,” we 
have a clearer picture of how we must measure technol-
ogy-driven economic progress up into the present time.

Looking back to Panini’s principle of the transitive 
verb, to Plato’s geometrical method, and to the relevant 
implications of Cusa, da Vinci, and Kepler, another cru-
cial point ought to be obvious to us. Matter, space, and 
time, as distinct existences, do not exist; only physical 
space-time exists. Therefore, we are dealing not simply 
with a manifold determined by multiply-connected cir-
cular action. Each aspect of multiply-connected circu-
lar action has extension.

From the standpoint of least action, only two pri-
mary types of least-action extension are available to us: 
cylindric and conic. If the circular perimetric action is 
constant, the extension is a perfect cylindric helix, and 
Fourier Analysis suffices. If the circular perimetric 
action is increasing or decreasing at a uniform rate, then 
conic self-similar-spiral action prevails, and Fourier 

Analysis does not suffice. In each case, substitute either 
cylindric or conic action for circular action; construct a 
synthetic geometry of multiply-connected cylindrical 
or conical action, as we would otherwise elaborate a 
Euclidean synthetic geometry. In the latter case, we 
have the Gaussian domain.

Doubly-connected conic action suffices to generate 
a new kind of singularity, distinct from the common 
singularities of Euclidean space. This singularity occurs 
in the form of an hyperbolic discontinuity within a Wei-
erstrassian continuous function. The continuity of the 
densely discontinuous function can be preserved in a 
triply-connected conic manifold, as the work of Dirich-
let and Weierstrass is resolved in principle by a Rie-
mann surface.

Such ordered (Weierstrassian) discontinuities are 
the crucial distinction between the phenomena of Fou-
rier Analysis and the Gaussian domain.

The characteristic (metrical) feature of such a 
Gaussian domain, is twofold. First, the Golden Section 
in the Euclidean domain is the metrical characteristic of 
conic self-similar-spiral action projected into that 
domain. Second, the positive ordering of elaboration of 
a Gaussian manifold is metrically characterized by in-
creasing density of the number of singularities (discon-
tinuities) per chosen interval of action. Increasing such 
density is the proper measure of negentropy; decreas-
ing such density, is the proper measure of entropy.

This bears in the most obvious way on Pacioli’s and 
da Vinci’s definition of the characteristic harmonics of 

“Only two primary types of least-action extension are available to us: 
cylindric and conic. If the circular perimetric action is constant, the 
extension is a perfect cylindric helix, and Fourier Analysis suffices. If 
the circular perimetric action is increasing or decreasing at a uniform 
rate, then conic self-similar spiral action prevails, and Fourier 
Analysis does not suffice.”

https://store.larouchepub.com/product-p/eirbk-1984-3-0-0.htm
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living processes. We draw a line of progress, from da 
Vinci, through Pasteur, into present advances in optical 
biophysics. (This is very important for China. Some of 
China’s scientists are contributing important work on 
this; it is obviously a matter of importance to China’s 
specialists working on space-research planning, as well 
as necessary work toward combatting the deadly explo-
sion of old and new varieties of pandemics, both spon-
taneously and as measures of biological warfare.)

For related reasons, it is the most crucial aspect of 
economic processes.

In physical science, we have a circumstance paral-
leling the state of affairs in economics. Fundamental 
scientific progress came to a halt during the 1860s and 
1870s, in the form of the work of such figures as Rie-
mann, Weierstrass, Beltrami, and Cantor. There has 
been much scientific progress in the form of extended 
application of principles discovered into approximately 
the 1870s, but very little in matters which can be called 
properly “fundamentals.” This state of affairs is not ac-
cidental, but is the consequence of deliberate policy. 
The parallel to the case for economics is not a perfect 
one, but the parallel exists nonetheless.

In modern mathematics, as distinct from the experi-
mental practice of physics, we have two opposing, ulti-
mately irreconcilable factions. The one faction is the 
current I have summarily described here: the standpoint 
in synthetic geometry typified by Cusa, da Vinci, 
Kepler, Leibniz, and so forth, through the Göttingen 
faction of Gauss, Dirichlet, and Riemann. The oppos-
ing faction, typified in the extreme by Leopold Kro-
necker and the neo-positivists, bases itself on the notion 
of an axiomatic arithmetic. The latter faction is typified 
historically, by Francis Bacon, Descartes, Newton, 
Hume, Laplace, Cauchy, Kelvin, Maxwell, Helmholtz, 
Boltzmann, and so forth. The formal differences as to 
mathematics, constructive geometry versus axiomatic 
arithmetic, are expressions of differences in axiomatic 
ontology. To the former, the “elementary particle” is a 
generated singularity within a Gaussian manifold; to 
the latter, axiomatically existing “elementary particles” 
of some kind, such as “quarks,” are assumed to be the 
building-blocks of a quasi-Cartesian sort of physical 
space.

From the first standpoint, my own, it is common-
place to hear or read a presentation of very valuable 
experimental work, in which the theoretical-mathemat-
ical explanation offered is an obnoxious superimposi-
tion of bad ideology on good experimental work. It is 

my advantage, to participate in seminars on plasma 
physics, biology, and so forth, involving guest lecturers 
presenting their work to seminars composed of special-
ists from several countries. By aid of this, I have the 
strong impression that much of the time spent in the 
name of scientific work today, is wasted in the attempt 
to justify results of experiments in terms of a widely ac-
cepted but essentially useless ideology. Terrible ontol-
ogy, reinforced by terrible sorts of highly popular math-
ematics, is made the master, and the experimental 
subject-matter degraded to a poor slave assigned to 
dance the tunes played by reductionist ideologies of 
mathematics and ontology.

Perhaps I do not exaggerate in estimating that per-
haps 90% of the efforts of otherwise useful scientists 
are wasted in such ideological exertions. Certainly, 
published scientific papers are about 90% useless ideo-
logical ritual, included perhaps to propitiate the jour-
nals’ referees, with a very small part of the paper de-
voted to the useful material actually prompting the 
report.

For sundry reasons, most of the recent twenty years 
of my life has been occupied, increasingly, with the 
effort to establish a just sort of international economic 
order, ensuring rapid and voluminous transfer of capi-
tal-goods technologies to developing nations. Were I a 
prophet, I would predict nothing but doom for most of 
humanity, in a world continuing to plunge ever-deeper 
into the new dark age now in progress. Since I am opti-
mistic in practice, and despise prophecy, I assume that 
somehow we shall respond to the worsening global 
crises by adopting a just sort of new international eco-
nomic order. Assuming that, I assume the problems 
with which such success would confront us, including 
the problem of mass-education of populations of devel-
oping nations to the levels needed for efficient assimila-
tion of needed technologies.

This confronts me with a fact which is both unfortu-
nate, and yet advantageous. The unfortunate thing, is 
that the present educational systems of Europe and the 
Americas are abominations I would not wish to impose 
upon developing nations. Even during the happier days 
of the 1930s through the 1950s, in the U.S.A., our edu-
cational system was a bad one, although infinitely better 
than what exists today. The advantage is, that develop-
ing nations can save much time and effort of their teach-
ers and students, by adopting the principles of educa-
tion specified by the great Wilhelm von Humboldt, and 
basing the content of primary and secondary education 
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on a combination of the classics and a prescientific pro-
gram grounded in an experimental outlook informed by 
synthetic geometry.

The synthetic-geometrical way of thinking, is al-
ready, by implied definition, an experimental scien-
tific approach. The isoperimetric principle locates the 
irreducible in action, in transformations within physi-
cal space-time. So, such geometrical ideas, instead of 
being abstract mathematics, as mathematics based on 
axiomatic arithmetic are, are implicitly ideas of con-
structing experiments. Professor Felix Klein would 
not permit a student to graduate from Göttingen, 
unless the student could render a mathematical formu-
lation efficiently as a geometrical construction. Today, 
that invaluable bit of discipline is abandoned. We pro-
duce, therefore, mathematicians who can not imagine, 
physically, what reality their formulations are sup-
posed to address; abstract deduction of this empty, 
nominalistic sort, is often viewed as a substitute for 
physics.

This nominalistic sort of academic thinking in “the 
West” is symptomatic of the pathological morality per-
vading much of the OECD nations’ policy-making. For 
example, if I impose sufficiently harsh austerity upon 
developing nations, I am responsible for the mass-mur-
der, through famine, epidemics, and bloody social con-
vulsions, which such a policy must surely bring about. 
The “western” academic, does not consider the practi-
cal consequences of a policy the measure of its right-
ness or wrongness; he will argue that he is merely de-
fending a “sound monetary theory,” and will, at most, 
express regret that so many deaths are the necessary 
price of applying “generally accepted monetary theory.” 
I see it as a kindred sort of academic immorality, that 
one could follow a pathological sort of “accepted” 
mathematical-ontological dogma, without regard to the 
consequences of such dogma’s influence on the state of 
humanity generally. A sound theory must be measured 
by its consequences for practice.

In this respect, the morally pathological character of 
presently accepted, monetarist political-economy 
dogmas, and the pathological character of rejecting the 
geometrical foundations of modern european science’s 
contributions, are symptomatic of the same cultural dis-
order within “western civilization.”

China—and other developing nations—should 
accept the viable aspect of european culture’s contribu-
tions to humanity, but must not mistake “european cul-
ture” as its presents itself, as something which must be 

swallowed whole in order to gain the advantages of eu-
ropean technology.

My Contribution to Economics
In the main features, my economic science is merely 

a continuation of the American System of political-
economy, a continuation informed by Leibniz and so 
forth. In most points, nothing I propose would differ 
much from what Leibniz, Alexander Hamilton, the 
Careys, or List, would propose could they view our sit-
uation as it is today. To this knowledge I have obtained 
from my predecessors, I have made only one contribu-
tion. Identifying, summarily, the nature of that contri-
bution, will be helpful in assessing my observations on 
the “spill-over” impact of SDI research.

Despite the preliminary steps toward measurement 
of technology effected by Leibniz, I find no record of 
any effort to calculate a measurable relationship be-
tween technological progress and increased rates of 
economic growth until my own inquiries of the 1948-
1952 period.

I was provoked to undertake this, beginning 1948, 
by my enraged reaction to a leading feature of the work 
of Professor Norbert Wiener, his Boltzmannian dogma 
of “information theory.” The argument, that human cre-
ative contributions to advancement of technology, are 
of the form of “negentropy,” I had already settled in my 
own mind by that time. I could not tolerate the folly of 
defining “negentropy” in terms of Boltzmann’s dogma 
of statistical fluctuations. To me, the obvious point was, 
that a negentropic process must be a kind of continuous 
process which generates a discontinuity, requiring a re-
formed formulation of the process at that point, to con-
tinue the process to the generation of the next disconti-
nuity.

This led me through a variety of exploratory path-
ways, which curiously, but not accidentally, led me 
through the work of Cantor, and from the vantage-point 
of Cantor, to a correct view of Riemann’s work.

In the course of this work I became an economist, 
partly because I was already a management consultant, 
and also because the question of technological progress 
seemed to me the most suitable vantage-point from 
which to define useful forms of creative innovation by 
the human mind. It also appeared most appropriate, to 
correlate increases of the productive powers of labor 
with increases of the usable levels of per-capita energy-
throughput, and to define technological progress in 
those physical terms of reference. Once the approach to 
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a solution had been formulated in those terms, the re-
maining challenge was to discover the standpoint in 
mathematical physics best suited to state the proposi-
tion as I had hypothesized it. From that, the course of 
inquiry went via Cantor to Riemann.

I think that there are three points on my contribution 
to economic science to be stressed in this letter. Two of 
these three are elaborated at some length in the text-
book, so that I need only describe them briefly here. 
These two are, respectively, (1) the mode through which 
technological progress effects a general increase of the 
productive powers of labor, and (2) the function of 
basic economic infrastructure as the most general form 
of capital investment in production. The third point, (3) 
technological progress expressed as a continuous func-
tion, is not suited to be regarded as “elementary,” and, 
for that reason, is not elaborated in the textbook. It is 
referenced sufficiently in the copy of the EIR treatment 
of Leontief earlier forwarded to you, that I need add no 
more than a few remarks on that here.

(1) The mode in which production at one level of 
technology produces a mode of production at a higher 
level of technology, is the production of capital goods, 
especially capital goods of the machine-tool class. The 
rate of technological progress is determined, not simply 
by the increased margin of capital-goods added to cap-
ital-intensity of production, but also by the process of 
replacement of relatively obsolete capital goods by 
capital goods of relatively more advanced technolo-
gies.

Obviously, the turnover of replacement capital 
goods, in and of itself, would chart a path of diminish-
ing gains, as the relatively most modern technologies 
replaced more and more of the relatively obsolete capi-
tal-goods stocks. This would be the case, unless the av-
erage level of technology of newly produced capital 
stocks were advancing on the average.

Hence, in the simplest aspect of the matter, we have 
the following variables to consider: (a) The rate of in-
crease of the level of capital-intensity, relative to the 
existing level of capital-intensity; (b) the rate of ad-
vance of technology of currently produced capital 
goods, relative to the average level of technology of 
capital goods already in use.

This works to the effect, that as the percentile of 
total production devoted to capital-goods output in-
creases, the gain in average productivity caused by a 
finite amount of advancement of technology is in-
creased. The greater the capital-intensity of production 

as a whole, the greater the relative increase in average 
productive powers of labor caused by introduction of 
some more advanced technology.

The advancement in combined capital-intensity and 
technology must correlate with increases in the per-
capita usable energy-throughput, and with a general 
tendency for increase of the modal energy-flux density 
of production.

(2) Basic economic infrastructure (water-manage-
ment, production and distribution of energy, general 
transportation, sanitation, communications, and basic 
social services of health and education), is the most fun-
damental form of capital investment in productive po-
tential. For example, over the post-war period, the rate 
of increase (or decrease) of levels of U.S. investment in 
basic economic infrastructure, correlates almost ex-
actly with the resulting increase or decrease of U.S. 
productivity, by a delay-factor of between 12 and 18 
months. The required investment is a function of level 
of technology to be reached, population, and inhabited 
area. Economies with relatively higher population-den-
sities require less energy per-capita, to sustain equal 
levels of technology and productivity, than economies 
with relatively lower population-densities. Cost of 
basic economic infrastructure increases (relatively) 
with area per unit of population-density. So, for exam-
ple, Japan’s very high population-density means that it 
requires less energy per-capita for its level of produc-
tivity than the less densely population Federal Republic 
of Germany, and the Federal Republic of Germany less 
than the United States.

I have watched discussions of the issue of China’s 
investment in basic economic infrastructure, between 
representatives of China and Japan. On this point, the 
representatives of Japan are emphatically correct. I ac-
knowledge the two kinds of objections raised on this 
point by representatives of China. More profound, of 
course, is the policy-issue: what would such shifts 
toward capital-intensity do to the traditional culture of 
China? Less cultural, and more technical, is the ques-
tion: Whence can China secure the resources on the 
scale needed for a more generalized development of 
basic economic infrastructure? Technically, the diffi-
culty is overcome far more easily than most experts 
from OECD nations would imagine. The chief problem 
is not technical; the chief problem is that this would re-
quire technological advances in China’s agriculture 
sufficient to shift a significant portion of the labor-force 
from agriculture into infrastructure-building in a capi-
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tal-intensive mode. I think that only the 
cultural impact of such measures is the 
truly serious problem to be considered; 
technically, the problem is solvable, es-
pecially if a just international economic 
order were established to assist this.

Personally, I am involved to one 
degree or another in promoting a range 
of major basic-infrastructure projects, 
especially some urgently needed by the 
developing sector: water management 
projects, a few major canals, and power 
systems, are my chief concerns. I sup-
port, in principle, the idea of a Global 
Infrastructural Fund, as proposed since 
1977 by the Mitsubishi Research Insti-
tute. I stress, that if we adopt construc-
tion of several large-scale projects, ben-
efitting a large number of nations, the 
economies of scale and of efficient use 
of equipment mean that the cost of such 
projects to each particular nation are greatly reduced, 
probably to between half and two-thirds the cost were 
each nation’s projects done in isolation.

(3) The mathematical representation of technologi-
cal progress in a capital-intensive, energy-intensive 
mode, is essentially defined by doubly-connected conic 
self-similar-spiral action. This generates hyperbolic 
discontinuities. A continuous function of this sort, gen-
erates such discontinuities (singularities) at a harmoni-
cally ordered, increasing rate. This continuous function 
is fully connected in a triply-connected-spiral (hyper-
spherical) domain, the whole process corresponding to 
a Riemann Surface. The ordering of such a continuous 
function, may be measured as increasing density of 
such discontinuities (singularities), which is a measure 
of increasing relative negentropy.

Concretely, as I have indicated in sources at your 
disposal, if we may presume that the plunge into a new 
dark age is soon aborted, the coming fifty years will be 
dominated by elaboration of three distinct but coherent 
frontiers of present scientific progress: (a) Controlled 
thermonuclear fusion, (b) Coherent electromagnetic 
pulses of directed energy, and (c) Optical biophysics. 
The characteristic application of these three combined 
technologies, is the undertaking of the colonization of 
both the Moon and Mars, with the colonization of Mars 
to be begun approximately a quarter-century hence, and 
the colonization of the Moon, already feasible on prin-

ciple, to be begun during the 1990s.
All other varieties of advances in technology, such 

as advances in computer technology (parallel process-
ing, optical-analog/digital systems), should be classed 
as auxiliary technologies, auxiliary to applications of 
the three primary technologies cited.

Controlled thermonuclear fusion, is necessary for 
continuously powered trajectories of spaceflights by 
flotillas over interplanetary distances, and is necessary 
to supply power for colonization on Mars. Coherent ra-
diation of very high energy-flux densities represents a 
class of tools indispensable for “earth-forming” of the 
Mars environment, for example. Optical biophysics is a 
tool indispensable for extended spaceflight and for 
human needs on other planets.

If we can construct new cities on Mars, then we can 
more easily employ the same technologies to construct 
rich habitations in such deserts as the Sahara and the 
Gobi. In general, the application of space-exploration 
technologies to tasks of production and life on Earth, is 
a very obvious connection.

Apart from the fact that we have concrete scientific-
economic needs to proceed with space-colonization, 
the creation of taskforces which must solve each and all 
of the problems of spaceflight and space-colonization, 
in a coherent way, forces mankind to make scientific 
breakthroughs at a much more rapid rate than would 
otherwise occur. Science requires a concrete task-ori-

CNSA
An artist’s concept of the lander for China’s planned Tianwen mission to Mars, 
which also includes an orbiter and a rover, and is scheduled to be launched in July.

https://larouchepub.com/eiw/public/1982/eirv09n07-19820223/eirv09n07-19820223_032-the_text_of_nakajimas_plan_for_g.pdf
https://larouchepub.com/eiw/public/1982/eirv09n07-19820223/eirv09n07-19820223_032-the_text_of_nakajimas_plan_for_g.pdf
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entation, which focuses the powers and self-develop-
ment of science on those kinds of practical objectives 
which require development of the principal frontiers of 
scientific inquiry.

The simplest illustration of the economic impor-
tance of colonization of space, is the fact that certain 
problems of physics in general require acceleration of 
astrophysics. This requires extensive exploration of the 
total range of the electromagnetic spectrum. This re-
quires not only orbiting telescopes, but also elaborate 
scientific observatories in space, including space-sta-
tions out of the noisy vicinity of Earth and the Earth’s 
orbit. These stations must be maintained; the popula-
tion of scientists and technicians required in space will 
be significant.

The general significance of this exploration, is that 
the extremes of astrophysics, microphysics, and optical 
biophysics, are the so-called “force-free” domains of 
physics. It is such, that mastery of microphysics de-
mands inquiry into the matching features of astrophys-
ics. (I find it most rewarding, to bring astrophysicists 
together with plasma physicists and biologists, for sem-
inars on various topics. Rarely does one meet a topic 
which is not better mastered by aid of the interaction of 
such varied specialists, than if one type of specialist 
were omitted. It is stunning, to note how much the fun-
damental questions of astrophysics, microphysics, and 
optical biophysics resemble one another in a principled 
way.)

Taking only the first two of the three primary tech-
nologies, for purposes of illustrating the point, the in-
crease of the modal temperature of primary processes, 
to levels above the boiling-point of tungsten, is the cru-
cial pathway for advancement in primary technologies 
of manufacturing. Such regimes can not be mastered 
adequately, except by aid of coherent, directed radia-
tion at very high energy-flux densities. It is most con-
servative to estimate, that such a shift would mean the 
increase of the productive powers of labor by more than 
an order of magnitude above present levels in OECD 
nations. By assigning ourselves the mission-orientation 
of relatively early colonization of the Moon and Mars, 
we force ourselves to develop those qualities of tech-
nologies at the most rapid relative rate.

Essentially, the creation of the machine-tool indus-
tries needed for successive steps of the space mission-
assignment, produces as a by-product the machine-tool 
capacity which supplies the same advances in technol-
ogy to production of capital goods more generally.

In summary of this point, the issue is not one of for-
mulating merely some general mathematical theorem 
respecting the measurable connection between techno-
logical advances and economic growth. The issue is to 
adduce, by aid of such approaches to measurement, the 
specific measures of development which face society 
for the decades ahead.

B. European & Asian Cultures

3. 
Common Roots of Civilization

Bal Gangadhar Tilak’s famous books, The Orion 
and The Arctic Home in the Vedas, touch most effi-
ciently the question of whether or not there exists a 
common origin for the development of the cultures of 
western Europe and central and southern Asia. The 
theses of these two books, is premised on the work of 
european astrophysicists, from Kepler through the con-
temporaries of Carl Gauss, in studying the ancient so-
lar-astronomical cycles transmitted to modern knowl-
edge through the Vedic literature. These cycles include 
the long equinoctial cycle, the long individual and com-
pound cycles for the geodetic and magnetic north poles, 
and other very long cycles.

The Vedic oral traditions, defining the equinoctial 
cycle, date from the period the equinox was in Orion, 
and are thus dated without question from earlier than 
4,000 B.C. The comparison of the related Vedic and 
Avestic literature, shows that the cycles were based on 
an earlier Arctic constellation, almost certainly dating 
from the interval during the last Ice Age, when the Gulf 
Stream’s warming of the Arctic sea made that region 
habitable for a maritime culture, while fostering the de-
posit of glaciation on the adjoining continental land-
masses.

During the Orion period, prior to 4,000 B.C., the site 
of the relevant culture was central Asia, a period pre-
ceding that progressive aridization of that region pro-
moting the Aryan and other migrations from the region. 
The musician Yehudi Menuhin’s report of a set of well-
tempered-tuned bells in China, dating from circa 1,000 
B.C., is properly seen as relevant to the implications of 
Tilak’s thesis. The evidence pointing to the musical in-
tonations of ancient languages of China, and the evi-
dence of both the sung values of ancient Vedic as well 
as classical Greek, is also a part of the relevant evi-
dence.
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The ancient construction of a solar astronomy con-
sistent with the Vedic, is very easily examined. If one 
constructs the simplest sort of daily solar observations, 
and compares the daily observations of the morning, 
midday, and evening positions of the Sun with the cor-
responding night-time positions of the constellations, an 
accurate annual solar calendar is easily constructed, and, 
with slightly greater, more prolonged effort, the equinoc-
tial progression is also adduced. The construction of rea-
sonably accurate calculations of long cycles requires 
only the existence of durable urban sites, and, preferably, 
a maritime culture as the point of original development 
of the culture conducting such observations.

The existence of maritime, quasi-urban and urban 
culture, preceding the “agricultural revolution,” is ad-
duced readily. The human organism requires not only a 
nutrition equal to the output of the average member of a 
society; there is a minimal input-output level, approxi-
mately 1,800 to 2,500 calories per day, with between 
3,000 and 5,000 calories per day for heavy labor by the 
young adults. Especially in so-called primitive societ-
ies, the amount of per-capita effort required to obtain a 
minimal nutrition, is precarious. The only mode of 
“hunting and gathering” existence which permits ade-
quate ratios of nutritional input to the output required 
for this nutrition, to the degree permitting relatively 
higher population-densities, is fishing near the mouths 

of major river-systems. Such modes 
of “hunting and gathering,” permit a 
quasi-urban density of fixed or semi-
fixed population centers.

I need only mention here, the 
transitions from river-mouth, to 
coastal fishing, and to ocean fishing. 
The expansion of a network of both 
temporary, seasonal, and permanent 
quasi-urban sites of a fishing-based 
culture, establishes the preconditions 
for beginning of an “agricultural rev-
olution.” Egyptian accounts cited by 
Plato, and the Diodorus Siculus 
chronicle, date the agricultural revo-
lution as introduced into the Mediter-
ranean by a maritime culture, to ear-
lier than 10,000 B.C. The latest 
evidence to come to my attention, es-
tablishes that archeological finds of 
cultivated varieties of seeds have 
been dated to circa 8,000 B.C.

It is the general indication, that the development of 
oceanic maritime culture produced the agricultural 
revolution, and, out of this, urban-centered riparian 
agricultural societies at the mouths of major river-sys-
tems. This included active trans-Atlantic and trans-
Pacific forms of maritime culture, as archeological 
evidence in the Americas richly attests. Although 
well-developed maritime cultures persisted late into 
the second millennium B.C., both trans-Atlantic and 
trans-Pacific maritime culture generally appear to 
have suffered a series of catastrophes, prior to and 
during that millennium. As a result of these catastro-
phes, the history of mankind shifted, for a prolonged 
period, to revivals of technology based upon urban-
centered agricultural society. This was most emphati-
cally the case, after the extensive “dark age” from the 
latter portion of the second into the early portion of the 
first millennium B.C.

The correlations between the solar-astronomical 
long cycles, transmitted through the Vedic, and the 
system of megalithic (paramagnetic rock) astronomi-
cal observatories constructed by the northern european 
“Peoples of the Sea,” is of crucial importance for us 
today. We know the general methods used for con-
structing such solar-astronomical tables by naked-eye 
observations. We know the general conditions of life of 
an urban or quasi-urban culture needed to conduct ob-

wikimedia/KongFu Wang
“The musician Yehudi Menuhin’s report of a set of well-tempered-tuned bells in 
China, dating from circa 1,000 B.C., is properly seen as relevant to the implications 
of Tilak’s thesis.” Here, one of several such tuned sets of ancient bells, played as a 
musical instrument, excavated in 1978 from the tomb of the Marquis Yi of Zeng (died 
circa 430 B.C.). 
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servations to such effect. Therefore, the internal fea-
tures of Vedic solar astronomy provide us the best 
means to estimate the nature of the culture which pro-
duced such astronomical tables, and also afford us 
some insights into the organization of mental life 
within such culture.

The last Ice Age, was produced chiefly by the move-
ment of the Gulf Stream into the Arctic Ocean, leading 
to a special kind of habitable conditions in that region 
during part of the intra-glacial period, and also prompt-
ing the accumulated deposit of glaciation upon the ad-
joining land-masses of Eurasia and North America. The 
other climatic feature of the period, was the general 
melting of the glaciation, from about 17,000 B.C. to 
circa 4,000 B.C., with some significant adjustments, 
and tectonic correlatives, into the second millennium 
B.C. The best archeological sites from the period prior 
to 4,000 B.C. are undoubtedly former coastal sites 
buried today under hundreds of feet of water and silt. 
During 6,000-4,000 B.C., it is most probable, rather 
ideal conditions existing for a culture in central Asia, 
followed by the progressive aridization of that region, 
as also the Arab peninsula and increased desertification 
of regions of the Sahara. This leads into the waves of 
Indo-european and other migrations from Central Asia, 
into Europe and southern portions of Asia, the new fea-
ture of the period beginning during the third millen-
nium B.C.

The migrations into China, up to about 1,000 B.C., 
are largely a mystery to me. We have indications, such 
as the migrations of the Thai into southern China and 
Southeast Asia, but the general picture is largely un-
known. We have a much better picture of the Middle 
East and Subcontinent, with the Sanskrit providing the 
best-documented record. Close examination of crucial 
features of the Sanskrit record, provides us a point of 
reference for efforts to reconstruct a picture of develop-
ments in other parts of Asia. The evidence needed has 
existed, in the greatest part, since work of the nine-
teenth century. The problem, the obstacle, has been, the 
european efforts, such as those of British archeology, to 
“prove” that civilization began autochthonously at 
Sumer and Ur, and to prove a Mesopotamian, rather 
than Egyptian, origin for Mosaic Judaism, has caused 
most of the accepted yardsticks of european archeology 
to be deliberate frauds.

We know, that by the middle of the third millen-
nium B.C., the Vedic invaders of the subcontinent en-
countered an advanced, but degenerate form of civili-

zation among the black-skinned Dravidians: so-called 
“Harappan” culture. This latter was an urban-riparian-
maritime culture, covering most of the area of present-
day Pakistan and western India and Ceylon, with such 
foreign colonies as the “black-headed” (i.e., Dravid-
ian) rulers of Sumer, and both Sheba and Ethiopia. 
Herodotus insists, and there is excellent evidence in 
support of this, that the ancient Phoenicians (the Phi-
listines), were also a branch of “Harappan” culture. 
We also know two other crucial facts about the “Ha-
rappans”: their religion, and the fact that, in opposition 
to the solar-astronomy of the Vedic, they adopted a 
lunar astronomy.

Their religion was the worship of the mother-earth 
goddess Shakti, and her Osiris-Dionysos-like son-con-
sort, the phallus-god Siva. The portion of the Semitic 
populations migrating into Mesopotamia and Sheba-
Ethiopia, were indoctrinated in lunar astronomy and the 
cult of Shakti, She is known in Chaldean as Ishtar, in 
Sheban as Athtar, in Philistine as Astarte, in Phrygian as 
Cybele, and in Egypt as Isis. She is also the Phoenician-
Roman Venus. Similarly, there is the equivalence of 
Siva-Osiris-Satan-Dionysos, and Horus-Apollo-Luci-
fer. Relics of this controversy persist within India today, 
in the conflict between the Vedantist and Saivist fac-
tions. In the Middle East and Europe, relics of the Shakti 
cult are recognized as Gnosticism and Sufism, and the 
spread of the Chaldean cult of astrology.

The essential conflict, which took the form of a con-
flict between the Sky-God (of solar astronomy) and 
Earth-Mother, is easily recognized in terms of the three 
canticles of Dante’s Commedia. Man has two natures, a 
lower, beast-like nature, and a higher, divine, nature. In 
his lower nature, he is an irrationalist hedonist, driven 
by blind instincts, like a lower beast, and is a credulous 
worshipper of magic and related superstitions in reli-
gion. In his divine nature, man is a creature endowed 
with the potential for reason, a potential exemplified by 
the capacity for scientific progress. Although we are 
each mortal, if we develop and employ our potential for 
reason, we are capable of making contributions to 
knowledge and improved practice which benefit pres-
ent and future generations. In a good society, these ben-
efits endure indefinitely, such that all present genera-
tions stand upon the foundations established by 
preceding generations.

On this account, society and culture are properly 
universal. Individual sovereign nations must exist, but 
such nations, properly composed, are individual parts 
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of society as a whole, each making some special contri-
bution to humanity as a whole. Through such contribu-
tions of one society to another, society and culture have 
a common universal basis.

This common basis will become most clear, in prac-
tice, when nations join efforts for the exploration and 
colonization of nearby space, each nation, and repre-
sentatives of each nation, contributing to a common 
practical aim and effort of all mankind.

Man, in the condition prescribed by Shakti-Ishtar-
Isis, is man in the condition which Dante describes in the 
Inferno canticle of his Commedia. Man, in the opposite 
condition, is man reaching to the outlook of the Paradiso 
canticle’s, concluding, empyreal canto. Man, culturally 
still half-beast and half-divine, is the man of the Com-
media’s (Kantian) Purgatorio. This is another, accurate 
and appropriate, way of viewing the conflict within euro-
pean culture, which I summarily described earlier.

I refer you to a second item in the edition of The 
Campaigner forwarded: Dr. Muriel Mirak’s dialogue 
on the subject of the musical ordering of vowels and 
consonants in language. This I recommend as a point of 
reference for further work by the philologists of China.

As part of a pedagogical exercise, for introducing 
conceptions of Gaussian-Riemannian physics to a 
broader audience, some years ago, I proposed to my 
collaborator, Dr. Johnathan Tennenbaum, that he elabo-
rate the construction of well-tempered polyphony, in 
terms of stereographic projections of a conic self-simi-
lar-spiral action. Dr. Mirak’s study of the conic order-
ing of tonal shifts in vowels and consonants, is an out-
growth of the fusion of the results of Dr. Tennenbaum’s 
project with an exhaustive study of Dante’s Italian from 
the vantage-point of an hypothesis on the construction 
of language which I proposed to my collaborators 
among philologists during that same period.

We have also noticed that some of the features of 
Thai sometimes assumed to be reflections of the Vedic 
influence on Southeast Asia, must be viewed as reflec-
tions of Thai’s origins in China. The point is, I am cer-
tain, that if we could reconstruct an estimated evolution 
of the languages of China back toward about 3,000 
B.C., we would find certain connections to the Vedic 
through a common cultural interaction in central Asia. 
The set of well-tempered bells, dated from circa 1,000 
B.C., point in such directions. The conic ordering of 
tonal shifts, outlined in Dr. Mirak’s dialogue, would be 
the key to such a study.

There are two conventional approaches to the study 

of well-tempering. The one approach is historical; the 
other biological.

Al-Farabi, in the tenth century A.D., the putative de-
signer of the well-tempered octave scale, stated that 
well-tempering was already very ancient at that time. 
The attack on well-tempering by Aristotle’s circle, 
shows that well-tempering was well established by the 
time of Plato.

From a practical musical standpoint, the necessity 
for well-tempering in polyphony is readily demon-
strated. Polyphony is an outgrowth of ancient sung pros-
ody, which depends upon both metrical and harmonic 
development of musical material. In order that the notes 
of the scale, in different keys, be in agreement, well-
tempering is required: otherwise, polyphony is impos-
sible. This ordering happens to coincide with the stereo-
graphic projection of conic self-similar-spiral action.

The question is then posed: What is the significance 
of well-tempering from the standpoint of the physiol-
ogy of singing and hearing? This was fought out be-
tween the adversaries, Riemann and Helmholtz, during 
the nineteenth century. Modern studies of the physiol-
ogy of brain functions of perception, as assisted by re-
searches in optical biophysics, settle the question abso-
lutely in Riemann’s favor.

The physiology of vision is such, that the human 
brain does not see precisely the world as it is. Rather, the 
brain constructs a correct set of values for the topologi-
cal characteristics of perception. The brain appears to 
reduce the images to a Euclidean stereoscopic form, but 
what it actually accomplishes is to stipulate the topology 
of perception in terms of a Euclidean manifold of refer-
ence. In other words, the brain does not present us with 
an image of the world as it is, but rather the brain is a 
very sophisticated scientific instrument. Vision is well 
explored, but the implications for hearing, including the 
physiology of the ear, show that the same principle ap-
plies. The fact that scent is essentially electromagnetic, 
rather than “chemical,” has been well established; this 
casts light on the evolution of the visual and auditory 
cortex from the olfactory cortex.

A correlated bit of evidence is obtained from study 
of the bel canto method of singing. “Noisy” excitation 
of sounds from the throat are projected into the tissues of 
the upper region of the head’s air cavity, to the effect that 
the emitted tone is relatively coherent, in contrast to the 
“noisy” quality of the throat tone. So, a trained bel canto 
singer’s tone can break glass at a distance without per-
turbing the flame of a candle held before the singer’s 
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mouth. The process of generating an emitted bel canto 
tone, is comparable to the functioning of a laser.

This correlates with the point, that sound is trans-
mitted not as percussive interaction among air mole-
cules, but is an electromagnetic propagation. That is, 
the rate at which the air medium may be induced to 
become transparent to the transmission of the electro-
magnetic radiation of sound, is potentially retarded by 
the average velocity of the air molecules, since the mol-
ecules can not assume the required configuration for in-
duced transparency at rates in excess of the average ve-
locity of movement of molecules. This view of the 
radiation of sound was already insisted upon by da 
Vinci, who defined acoustical shockwaves in these 
terms of reference. Leonardo’s thesis was proven by 
Riemann, in the latter’s famous “shock wave” paper,  
“On the Propagation of Plane Air Waves of Finite Mag-
nitude,” which provides the first modern statement of 
the principle of isoentropic compression, as applicable 
to such included matters as transonic flight and ignition 
of thermonuclear fusion.

A more profound basis for this line of inquiry, is 
provided by optical biophysics.

The principles of nature are universal, and so is the 
challenge of the individual human condition. On this 
account, all proper culture has a common basis. For re-
lated reasons, this must be extended to the universal 
principles underlying the most literate form of different 
languages. What of aesthetical principles?

Following the publication of Immanuel Kant’s Cri-
tique of Judgment, Friedrich Schiller was obliged to 
launch a comprehensive refutation of Kant in Schiller’s 
Aesthetical Letters. The circumstances of that contro-
versy were, briefly, as follows.

Under Queen Anne, there was a plot afoot to appoint 
Leibniz the Prime Minister of England. This provoked 
the attack on Leibniz in England, by the faction allied 
with the Duke of Marlborough. The famous Leibniz-
Clarke correspondence is a reflection of that political 
circumstance. A general attack on Leibniz was un-
leashed, centered in the Calvinist bankers of Geneva-
Lausanne and the Jesuit order in France. At the center 
of this were such figures as the Swiss-controlled Vol-
taire, and David Hume. Immanuel Kant, the son of 
Scottish Pietist immigrants to Germany, was Hume’s 
leading tool in Germany for the attack on Leibniz, up to 
the point that Kant broke conditionally with Hume, 
when Hume shifted his point of view toward the hedo-
nistic irrationalism of Smith, Bentham, and the “nine-

teenth-century British philosophical radicals” also 
known as “nineteenth-century British Liberalism.” In 
the Critique of Judgment, Kant’s Humean side reap-
peared in full force.

Not only did Kant insist, as he always had, that sci-
entific creative thinking a priori was not rationally or-
derable. He insisted, as Friedrich Carl Savigny did later, 
that moral and aesthetical ideas were purely arbitrary 
conventions of the “Volksgeist,” that no rational prin-
ciples governed the discrimination of beauty.

At that time, Schiller was the intellectual leader of 
the principal republican conspiracy in Germany. Al-
though the leading and most popularly influential 
German republican of that period, he was constrained 
by the general decisions of his fellow-plotters of the 
Weimar Circle. The fellow-plotters had decided to draw 
Kant into their circle, and insisted that Schiller treat 
Kant as kindly as possible. So, it was politically im-
perative that Schiller tear the mask from the most dan-
gerous features of Kant’s influence, but politically 
obligatory that he do so in the gentlest, academic sort of 
language. Hence, the Aesthetical Letters.

I refer back to Pacioli’s and da Vinci’s proof, that 
living processes are harmonically congruent with the 
Golden Section. Classical Greek art, such as the design 
of the Athens Acropolis, was based on the principle that 
only those divisions of the circle congruent with the 
harmonic proportionings of living beings, especially 
human beings, represented beauty. In is easily shown, 
that the best classical poetry and music, are based on 
metrical and harmonic principles congruent with the 
harmonics of the Golden Section.

That which expresses the principle of life, over 
death, negentropy over entropy, is the essence of truth 
and beauty. The generation of singularities, in the elab-
oration of this principle’s application, is the creative 
aspect of artistic composition. The generation of singu-
larities, within a continuous function, for the case of 
economic development in a technology-intensive, cap-
ital-intensive, energy-intensive mode, is a human cre-
ative activity which has all of the essential qualities of 
truth and beauty. The mastery of solar astronomy is also 
the creative service of truth and beauty. The uplifting of 
man, from the bestial to the divine state, as in Dante’s 
Commedia, is the essence of artistic truth and beauty. 
Reason is beautiful, especially reason in its creative 
modes. Whereas, the arbitrarily, irrationally sensual, is 
entropy, and ugliness.

One of the worst errors of Islam, is the prohibition 

http://wlym.com/archive/fusion/ijfe/19800303-IJFE.pdf
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against depicting living figures, the prohibition of beauty. 
Yet, perhaps worse, is the substitution of polymorphs 
and human and animal figures drawn or sculpted in such 
a manner as to defy the harmonic principles of the 
Golden Section. Perhaps this is the ultimate in ugliness.

China is a sovereign nation, and thus, by my notions 
of law, has the right to order its own internal affairs. So, 
although I insist that we have all the same culture, at root, 
China may respond to my view as it chooses to do so.

The point of this letter is to be more emphatic on 
another aspect of this issue of culture. How shall China 
assess european culture? I wish 
to insist, as I have done, that there 
are two conflicting, irreconcil-
able cultural currents in Europe 
and the Americas: the one, the re-
publican tradition of the Golden 
Renaissance, to which I hold 
myself accountable, and the op-
posing, oligarchical, current, 
which the United States fought in 
its two wars against Britain, the 
oligarchical culture of the tri-
umph of feudal reaction at the 
1815 Congress of Vienna.

If you take from us, the best 
which the republican culture has 
produced, China will suffer no 
harm, but only benefit from that. 
For the other features of euro-
pean culture, I suggest that you 
abhor and reject those.

4. 
‘New Yalta’

As the leadership of China is more or less fully aware, 
during the middle 1950s the Anglo-American Liberal 
Establishment reached certain conditional agreements 
with the government of N.S. Khrushchev. These were 
the agreements which had been proposed by Bertrand 
Russell, and such close collaborators of Russell’s as Leo 
Szilard. These were known chiefly as agreements on 
principles of “nuclear deterrence,” and included the 
avowed intent to re-divide the political map of the world, 
principally between the Anglo-American Liberals and 
Moscow. There was also, already, the intent to establish 
a congruent agreement with China, with the view (in 
London and New York), of China’s playing a third-party 
role in a future game of “crisis management” involving 

the two principal powers.
The proposed “New Yalta” redrawing of the strate-

gic spheres of influence in the world, is presently in 
progress. The Anglo-American Liberals pushing for 
settling “regional matters” to this effect, see the redraw-
ing of the map, to Moscow’s great relative advantage, 
as now in progress. They foresee a temporary expan-
sion of the hegemony of the new Russian empire, fol-
lowed by internal decay of that empire, and foresee 
China as playing a more crucial third-party role in the 
balance of power game a generation or two ahead. Nat-

urally, Moscow intends to cheat 
the liberal “useful fools,” once 
their usefulness is exhausted, and 
the Anglo-American Liberals are 
cheaters by instinct.

Russell set forth the general 
outline of this design during the 
early 1920s, after his return from 
a period in Shanghai. Russell 
proposed a system of world gov-
ernment, modelled upon the 
Mesopotamian and Roman em-
pires of the past: a “Pax Romana” 
of this sort. During World War II, 
this scheme for world govern-
ment was slightly altered, begin-
ning Eugene Wigner’s and Leo 
Szilard’s drafting of the letter 
which they induced Albert Ein-
stein to sign and transmit to 
President Roosevelt, proposing 

the atom bomb.
It might appear to some that Russell’s faction was 

contradictory, in proposing the atom bomb (when Bohr 
had informed them that Hitler had killed the German 
A-bomb project), and then leading the campaign against 
thermonuclear weapons after the war. There was no in-
consistency, as Russell’s item in proposing preparations 
for preventive nuclear war against Moscow, in the Octo-
ber 1946 Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists attests. The 
purpose of Russell’s cronies, in proposing the A-bomb, 
in dropping it upon Japan, and then in proposing “nuclear 
deterrence,” was to make war so horrifying that the world 
would accept world government as the alternative to war.

They are not opposed to war. They have unleashed 
famine, epidemic, and bloody chaos among the devel-
oping nations generally, and fully intend to supplement 
this with biological warfare against the “non-Anglo-

CC
Bertrand Russell in 1957.
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Saxon” populations of the world. Russell was repeat-
edly explicit in proposing mass-murder through biolog-
ical weapons, as a way of reducing the “darker-skinned” 
populations of the world. Given the circumstances, I 
have no doubt that Moscow will be tempted to deploy 
its massive biological warfare capability, as an alterna-
tive to other modes of warfare.

Since approximately the middle 1970s, there has 
been a geometrically increasing spread of the most dan-
gerous type of viral disease known, the lentivirus usu-
ally referred to as “AIDS.” Although the disease has a 
reputation for being spread through homosexual and 
serological means, the fact is, there are no limits to the 
means by which mutations of this rapidly mutating sort 
of lentivirus can spread through vectors and other 

means of communicability. It could destroy the entire 
human race.

The leading problem is that it is a lentivirus (“slow 
virus”), whose infection may not become symptomatic 
for several years, for about five years, or for about ten 
years. Yet, long before symptoms erupt, the infected 
person can communicate the virus (with 100% ultimate 
mortality) to others. It can erupt as an AIDS related 
complex, erupt later as a form of pneumonia, and erupt 
after about 10 years as a fatal disease of the central ner-
vous system. Some of the latter types of symptomology 
are now erupting in the U.S.A., signifying that the in-
fection occurred about ten years ago in these cases.

Putting to one side, the question presently much de-
bated among the specialists, whether such viruses can be 

USAF
An artist’s concept of a Space-Based Laser Satellite Defense System.

EIRNS/Stuart Lewis
Lyndon LaRouche, presenting his concept of a 
Strategic Defense Initiative to an audience of 600 
at a conference in Washington on April 13, 1983.

EIRNS/Philip Ulanowsky
The LaRouche movement rallies on the east steps of the Capitol 
building in Washington, in support of the SDI as a science-
driver program to end the nuclear war threat and restore the 
economy, April 13, 1983.

EIRNS/Stuart Lewis
The LaRouche movement rallies 10,000 people in Washington, 
in campaigning for the SDI and a program to feed Africa, on 
January 15, 1984.
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synthesized, the fact remains that we have reached al-
ready the levels of austerity which I forecast, ten years 
ago, would lead to a deadly eruption of old and new va-
rieties of pandemics during the latter half of the 1980s. 
We have in biophysics, a well-founded experimental hy-
pothesis, that new viruses can be produced by sickened 
human tissue, some to spread as epidemics or pandem-
ics. Certain lines of cancer research suggest this to be the 
case. In any case, the creation of the conditions of famine, 
poor sanitation, and epidemic, as a result of economic 
policies, is guaranteed to promote eruption of both old 
and new varieties of pandemics, once a sufficiently large 
and concentrated portion of the world’s population 
begins to be struck by these pandemics.

This view of current trends in history, was among 
the governing motives in my designing the proposal I 
issued to a Washington seminar in February 1982, to 
create a layered ballistic-missile defense based upon 
coherent electromagnetic directed radiation and related 
effects. It was a matter of design, that I issued this pro-
posal first to a seminar at which I knew a number of key 
Soviet as well as U.S. representatives would be present. 
Either both superpowers must agree to this alternative 
to “nuclear deterrence,” or the initiative of one must 
force the other to enter into such agreement.

Later, during the Summer of 1982, through the inter-
secting influence of the group around Lowell Wood on 
Edward Teller, this proposal was adopted by the Presi-
dent as his SDI proposal of March 23, 1983. Now, de-
spite Moscow’s frantic opposition, either that proposal 
is implemented, or general war is almost a certainty.

In describing this proposal, at the close 
of 1982, I employed Schiller’s term, 
“punctum saliens,” to describe the impli-
cations of the proposal. Its implementa-
tion means not only the elimination of the 
“nuclear deterrence” and related “New 
Yalta” arrangements. There are two other 
leading implications, which flow almost 
automatically from the SDI’s implemen-
tation. First, it requires a fundamental 
shift in U.S. economic policy, away from 
the “postindustrial drift” of the recent 
twenty years, to “crash program” orienta-
tions for high rates of technological prog-
ress, in a capital-intensive, energy-inten-
sive mode. Second, the mobilization of 
the U.S. economy in this way, means a re-
versal of the past twenty years trends in 
economic relations with developing na-

tions generally, toward policies of assisting those na-
tions in achieving high rates of technological progress. 
Thus, because of the practical implications of imple-
menting such an SDI policy, the result must tend to be 
a reversal of presently prevailing directions through-
out the world at large.

It might be argued that there ought to be other ways of 
effecting such a change, rationally, by means other than a 
military program. Hypothetically, such alternatives exist; 
in political reality, they do not exist. In any case, the SDI 
is a military urgency. Unfortunately, european culture 
has never sustained general technological progress on a 
broad scale except as a correlative of economic mobili-
zation of strength in depth for actual or possible warfare. 
This is not a matter of “human nature;” it reflects the fact 
that european culture is the intersection of two conflict-
ing cultures, as I have emphasized in this letter. Only 
military decisions can change the directions of policy in 
european states. Hence, that particular military decision, 
is the “punctum saliens” of this period of history.

I would have emphasized the “economic spill-
overs” of SDI research in any case. I was obliged to 
stress this, because I know my governmental bureau-
cracy and its prevailing ideologies all too well. It is 
their tendency to attempt to separate fundamental re-
search from engineering development, and to separate 
both of these from production for general deployment. 
It is their tendency to isolate “purely military research” 
from the economy generally. If those tendencies were 
permitted, the SDI would fail militarily: only “crash 
program” methods can succeed. So, I was obliged to 

White House
President Ronald Reagan announces the Strategic Defense Initiative in a 
national television broadcast on March 23, 1983.
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stress the “economic spill-overs” as an integral feature 
of the “purely military” aspect of the program, rather 
than simply describing them as a forecast benefit of the 
military program.

The same principles apply to space programs, to 
which the SDI is closely related in terms of technolo-
gies. For example, China could develop its SDI re-
search quite nicely as a subsumed feature of the space 
program. It is the same technology for both, and prog-
ress in the one is automatically progress in the other. 
Optical biophysics is a related matter. The classes of 
experimental equipment required for a full spectrum of 
work in optical biophysics, overlap the types of equip-
ment needed for SDI and space-program work. For ex-
ample, large-scale spectroscopy of biological samples, 
which requires the type of computer assistance needed 
for SDI and space-program research.

I would recommend to you, your colleagues, and 
your government, that China consider concentrating 
much of its physical science under institutions inte-
grated by a common mission-assignment respecting the 
colonization of the Moon and Mars. For reason of the 
nature of the primary and auxiliary technologies that 
mission-assignment implies, not only space-research 
and BMD, but every frontier of scientific inquiry is im-

plicitly subsumed in the most efficient way under that 
mission-assignment. This would foster the highest ratio 
of scientific benefit in every field, per average scientist 
and technician employed.

The model of reference I recommend to you, is the 
initial four years of Monge’s École Polytechnique. This 
is the best model of reference for studying the relative 
successes and failures of other “crash programs” of var-
ious nations since.

Sincerely Yours,
Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
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